Summer’s What You Make It—
Make It Jolly for Your Family, Easy for You!

July 1945
...and it used to be just another sun porch!

I remember the night when we had the idea. Some of Susan's school friends came in for the evening, so Dad and I had to move out on the sun porch.

After the first ten minutes he started grumbling. "Adding this sun porch to the house was a bum investment. Never have had your money's worth out of it. It's just . . . well, it's just too damn sun-percy' to be comfortable."

At first I was annoyed, because building on the sun porch had been my idea and I'd spent a lot of time fixing it up. But . . . well, Jim was right. We hadn't used it as much as I thought we would—and what we really needed was a comfortable second living room.

While Dad grumbled I planned. I'd bring out the radio and the phonograph. He's always less grumpy when there's music. And why not the piano, too? Make it a "listening room"—the perfect place to listen to music or the conversation of good friends.

About ten o'clock I sprung it on Jim.

By that time he was really receptive. And one of the best ideas was his. "Put in an Armstrong's Linoleum Floor, Martha, and then you won't have any reason to fuss about my cigar ashes."

I agreed to that in a hurry, not because I really care about Jim's old ashes, but because I knew what a grand room I'd have a chance to work out if I had a smart looking Armstrong Floor to start with.

Down at the store, when I told them I wanted something out of the ordinary, they suggested an individually styled effect and helped me design that striking music room. And in putting what a sweep of plain black linoleum would do for the room, I found the key to my whole decorative scheme. A simple combination of neutral black, brown, and beige would be modern, suave, and restful.

Then I took a deep breath and reached into my scrapbook for an idea that I'd been treasurer for ever so long—modern circular lounges. For the added interest of contrasting texture, I finally decided to cover them with a rich, deep-piled upholstery and match the satin sheen of the black linoleum with a shiny black ceiling that would reflect the whole room.

Finding those "listening ear" lamps with their smart shades was pure, once-in-a-lifetime luck. Of course Jim snarled when he saw the bill, but he had to admit they added "sorta nice touches."

There's only one trouble. Now Susan and her friends have taken over—and Dad and I am back in the living room!
MRS. ROBERT WEST OF NEW YORK APPLAUDS
NEW G-E ELECTRIC SINK

"It's positively the most uncanny thing I ever saw!" exclaims this attractive Air Corps wife after visiting General Electric's All-Electric Kitchen-of-the-future. "Imagine! The new G-E Dishwasher is completely automatic! It washes, rinses, and dries a day's worth of dishes in just a few minutes—and you don't lift a finger! The G-E Disposal (the other half of this new wonder-appliance) disposes of garbage electrically! Of course, after the war, you'll be able to buy the Dishwasher and the Disposal separately. But I want the whole time-saving works—the complete G-E Electric Sink!

"My goodness! wasn't that a chicken bone?" asks Mrs. West in amazement, as a load of food waste disappears down the magic G-E Disposal. Yes, the Disposal takes everything—even bones. Shreds it all up and whirs it all away—almost while you count to twenty!

The G-E Disposal is an electric drain that fits into practically any kitchen sink. Simply scrape food waste off the dishes and on down the Disposal. Lock the cover in place, turn on the cold water, and—wheel!—another look—not a single trace of food waste left!

"This will mean the end of the kitchen garbage can!" exults Mrs. West. "It's the cleanest performance you can imagine—modern and sanitary and wonderful!" This will also mean the end of stormy-weather excursions to the back yard with messy, dripping garbage pails.

"And when I get my new G-E Dishwasher," says Mrs. West, "I'll just wash dishes once a day, because it holds that many dishes at one time! What a break for Bob—no more K.P. when he gets back from the war! And less chance of smashing slippery, soapy dishes, too!"

"A place for everything!" Mrs. West explores the safety trays for glasses and dishes, notes the basket for silver. Just stack everything in place, turn the switch—and forget it. In a few minutes, your dishes are automatically washed, rinsed, and dried for you—brighter, cleaner than by hand!

"What's more," adds Mrs. West, "the G-E Dishwasher washes itself!" That's right—no worrying about rough, red dishwasher bands. "An electric sink," murmurs Mrs. West dreamily. "I'm putting one at the top of the West after-victory list!" General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

FOR FUN: Don't miss Art Linkletter, in "The G-E House Party," every afternoon, Monday through Friday, 4 p.m., E.W.T., CBS. Other G-E programs are "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra," Sunday, 10 p.m., E.W.T., NBC. "The World Today," News, Monday through Friday, 6:30 p.m., E.W.T., CBS.

FOR VICTORY—BUY AND HOLD WAR BONDS
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But, Mother, I thought a fast cleanser had to be gritty!

MOTHER: Nonsense, child! Gritty cleansers leave scratches that hold dirt and slow you up.

Mother’s right! Dirt-catching scratches dull porcelain and paint—make them harder to clean. So why take chances? Safe, gentle Ben Ami not only whisk off dirt and grease—but polishes as it cleans! Leaves every surface silky-smooth and shining—with no hiding-place for dirt. And Ben Ami is a good friend to dainty hands. Try it for all your cleaning—you’ll make it your friend for life!

P.S. Ben Ami Powder is a favorite for sinks, bathtubs, general cleaning; Ben Ami Cake for windows, mirrors, windshields.
"Shhh — I want that dream back!"

"Such a blissful dream as I was having! Seems Dick came home. (Actually, he's in the Pacific.) We were getting married in mother's flower garden. (Which, as usual, is dedicated to victory vegetables.) I was radiant in white satin. (Instead of the nurse's aide outfit I wear most of the time, these days.)

Upstairs, the dream went on, my hope-chest was simply jam-packed with lovely, soft Cannon Percale Sheets!

"That's where the dream really ended. Because in real life I've just yearned for those Cannon beauties—waiting to buy 'til I really need 'em! That's the trick, my gals, that will help make all our dreams come true faster! When they do, here are some thoughts for you":

Ever sleep on a cloud bank? That's what it's like to sleep on fine-woven, dream-soft Cannon Percale Sheets! Yet—you get this up-in-the-clouds luxury at down-to-earth prices!

Ever run in a marathon? The idea is to keep going—not give out! Cannon Percales are great for that—real marathoners for wear!

Ever get kissed by Uncle Sam? He likes gals who "make do"—and who buy with brains! If you must have sheets, look for the Cannon label—for quality! If you can't find just the size you want in Cannon Percale, ask to see Cannon Muslin Sheets—well-made, long-wearing, a real value!

P.S.: If your towel situation registers "Urgent"—see wonderful Cannon Towels!

Cannon Percale Sheets

Made by the Makers of Cannon Towels and Hosiery  CANNON MILLS, INC., NEW YORK 13, N.Y.  * For Victory, Buy U. S. War Bonds and Stamps
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NO ICE CRYSTALS!

Chocolate Ice Cream
(Automatic Refrigerator Method)

1 square (1 oz.) unsweetened chocolate
3/4 cup Eagle Brand
1/2 cup water
3/4 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup chilled light cream or evaporated milk


EAGLE BRAND supplies the CREAMY SMOOTHNESS

The secret of magic ice cream... smooth as velvet, lusciously true-flavored, is Eagle Brand! It's a blending of pure whole milk and sugar to almost unbelievably creamy smoothness! This superb blend—nothing artificial—does glorious things to ice creams. And to cookies, frostings, candies, too! Try the easy, foolproof recipes in the Book of Magic Recipes.

FREE! Send post-card to Borden's, 330 Madison Avenue, Dept. AH-75, New York 17, N.Y.

P.S. Be sure to insist on the original Sweetened Condensed Milk, EAGLE BRAND. It's made by Borden's, and it's GOT to be good!
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When advising a ready-made adhesive bandage

Out of 10 Doctors recommend

Band-Aid

© Band-Aid is the registered Trade-mark of the adhesive bandage made exclusively by Johnson & Johnson.
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Swell ham like this* is scarce!

When all ham is hard to get there's a feeling of triumph when you find the best...an urge to celebrate. So...satisfy that urge! Serve up your slice or two of Swift's Premium Ham with a full measure of glamour! These recipes, from Martha Logan, Swift's chief Home Economist, are gala to look at, grand to eat and they extend that precious ham.

1 lb. serves 6. Gash edge of 1 lb. slice of ham (center slice, or slices from shank or other small slices). Broil or pan-broil until well done and brown on both sides. Cut into 6 servings and place on top of hot potato salad flavored with ham drippings. Pour well-seasoned tomato aspic (use fresh tomatoes) into shallow pan. When firm, cut into shield shapes. Decorate with sieved cottage cheese to which a little milk has been added.

Thin slices go a long way served on rice with Strawberry-Rhubarb Sauce. To make enough sauce for 8 slices, combine ¾ c. sugar, 1 tbsp. cornstarch, ½ c. water. Bring to a boil; add 1 lb. rhubarb, cubed, and 1 pt. berries; simmer about 5 min. stirring occasionally with a fork. Simmer ham slices in sauce until heated (about 5 min.). Serve on rice.

Leftover* "bits" make a grand ham salad. Combine diced cooked Swift's Premium Ham, macaroni (broken in bits before cooking), sliced stuffed olives, sliced radishes, chopped celery. Season. Toss with French Dressing and serve on greens in a salad bowl.

It's voted America's favorite. Our fighting forces want ham, too. So please don't blame your dealer if you can't always get Swift's Premium. He's doing

*The ham that's Brown-Sugar-Cured!
It will happen in peacetime—when the tasks that now face America have been accomplished. Then a smart, new Ford will be waiting for you to drive it.

... Trip after trip you'll go in ease and style. It will be so smooth and gentle riding—such a joy to handle.

... Here will be a car that's big and sturdy—plenty of room in front and back. It will be smartly styled. And for all its fleet and eager power, you will find this new car thrifty in the time-honored Ford tradition.

... That's how it will be. And when the "go-ahead" is flashed, we'll be ready to start production plans. Meanwhile, the full Ford resources are engaged in helping to speed the final Victory.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

"THE FORD SHOW". Brilliant singing stars, orchestra and chorus. Every Sunday, NBC network. 2:00 P.M., E.W.T., 1:00 P.M., C.W.T., 12:00 M., M.W.T., 11:00 A.M., P.W.T.
"You Can Take a Marine Away from Home. But You Can't Take Home Away from a Marine"

May be the title is already familiar to you—it's an old saying and a true one. It holds especially true on every battlefront today where, in spite of discouraging circumstances, Americans are attempting to make life as pleasant as possible. Islands in the Pacific bear witness to this strength of home ties and associations. Of course while there's fighting to be done, our Marine has but one thought in mind—he's fighting to win. Call it one track thinking if you will, but it gets results. During the heat of battle on shell-torn Guam, men of the Marine Aircraft Wing lived in holes covered with ponchos, shelter-halves, and pieces of scrap canvas. Some built shanties fashioned from Jap lumber and metal . . . even ripped parts from demolished Jap aircraft helped make these temporary quarters. A wrecked bomber spelled "Home Sweet Home" for five mechanics during one entire month. Once fighting was over, our Marine became a little more choosy. Ships arrived with tents, lumber, and cots to make a more orderly camp possible. Most of the odds and ends which formerly had been drafted into domestic use were discarded, although some of the blue-green Jap plane seats and a few comfortable wicker chairs were kept. As everyone knows a tent can be just a tent, just so many yards of drab canvas fashioned into a prosaic, uninteresting shape. Not the most picturesque home in the world—that is, until some enterprising Marine starts kicking his imagination around! Then on recaptured Guam, Marines found many colorful wild flowers—hibiscus, cannas, and lilies among them—and lost no time planting them around drab military areas in white coral-rimmed beds.
anything can happen. You can bet your last dollar that the results will have a nostalgic quality about them—something of the old homestead slightly modified by South Seas' trimmings. It's amazing what a Marine can do with a plain pyramidal tent, six small poles, and thirty-two ordinary tent stakes.

There's bamboo aplenty on most of these islands. You'll find it used to advantage and with imagination by your intrepid leatherneck. Split into even length poles and laid close together in fence fashion, many a substantial and decorative outside wall has been built. The conventional tent canvas is often used just as roof protection against sudden, treacherous tropical downpours. To this add a gabled entrance porch of more poles with canvas top and you have a home to satisfy the heart of any good fighting Marine.

Often the poles have been used to fence in a campsite. They stand picturesquely silhouetted against intense blue skies and swaying palms, reminiscent of many a farm fence back home. Residents of Guam don't go in for grass skirts, but Marines have carried them there as souvenirs from other islands. They've draped these on the entrance porches to add more decoration to their quarters. Double canvas for the roof has been used as insulation against the intense heat. Jobs everywhere show the handiwork of expert carpenters. Built-ins are completely functional whether they be desks, bunks or rifle racks. Woven bamboo has been taken for what it is worth, a strong, decorative material that has been used frequently and with imagination. If good designing means taking materials on hand and using them logically, then our average Marine can rightfully take his place among the country's best postwar planners.

Teen-agers, too young for high school canteen, find jive house perfect for "rug cutting" and acting their own age; parents heartily approve of jive headquarters.

On dance night, youngsters supervise own entertainment, decide on music, invite guests, and put on floor shows. They keep garage "cleanest in town".

When cars are backed out, garage converts to jive-session cabaret. Dates are escorted to the dance via bicycles hand-cranked.
Summer's What You Make It!

Being a Symposium of Ingenious Ideas for Ways and Means of Providing Comfort

And Interest to All of Us Who This Year Will Have as Our Vacation Address “At Home”

MRS. BOB KNIGHT TURNS GARAGE INTO JIVE HOUSE, AN EXCLUSIVE AND POPULAR HANG OUT FOR TEXAS BOBBY SOCKERS

Card tables and painted apple-box chairs are hung against wall when garage is needed for car. Pin-up girls, record player, and built-in shelves complete party equipment. Teenagers act as hosts.

SUMMER can be the fun-time of the year, a season of peaceful relaxation, or merely a long hot three months. Whatever it is, you and your ideas are responsible—for summer is what you make it! Many of our readers have already met that challenge with ingenious ideas and effort. As pictures throughout this article show, they have put thought and work into using the season to its fullest advantage. Some have followed through on large scale plans; others have just added a special picnic table, a new type charcoal grill, etc. But one and all, they have gone forward to give extra pleasure and convenience to their summer. What they have done, you can do. Copy or adapt their ideas, then do some high-powered thinking and add some of your own. Make this summer a season you can remember with pride and nostalgia all winter long!

ELEANOR DEMPSY tells how Mrs. Bob Knight of Harlingen, Tex., gave summer a special build-up for the junior high crowd of that town by converting her garage into a double-duty unit—garage jive house. Here Mrs. Knight’s son, Bobby, and his young friends can be rug cutting teenagers in peace—for everybody. Under her direction, the boys collected card tables too rickety for ordinary use, made chairs from apple boxes, borrowed a record player, put up a wagon wheel for a chandelier, and made special hooks.
Bright ideas for adding to summer pleasures—a yardless house redolent with growing flowers inside and out, a year-round summer house, three clever table turn-outs, and a back yard camouflage (complete with swinging gate) that will make you proud of your garbage can space!

A house covered with flowers was Mrs. Mary Waring’s contribution to summertime enjoyment. She started seed plants in the basement of her temporary home in a Chicago Defense Workers’ Project, and in time not only covered the house inside and out with surprise “gardens,” in all possible places, but grew tomatoes, chives, and mint in the outside “vegetable garden,” a tiny bit of land between sidewalk and exterior of the house. In the S. A. Allen home in California, there’s a new combination table-stove in use this summer. Sitting on a white-washed keg, you broil wieneros over a charcoal bowl (iron basin sunk in center of a redwood table), serve your plate, and eat—all without getting up! A delightful indoor spot for picnics and other summer festivities is Mrs. W. Keith Kellogg’s summer house attached to the main house by a long portico. Mrs. Clifford Sloan’s private project is a garbage can-space camouflage. With a white picket fence enclosure she turned that unloved but necessary space into a backyard asset. (Note to the alert: Same idea can be used for any unsightly spot in your yard.)

By merely removing the working apparatus from...
A barbecue unit of gray field stone cut into steep garden bank was Frazier M. Cole's idea. Cupboards for storing coal and wood—with top usable as chef's table—are painted gray; chimney is made of yellow plaster.

A grindstone bench, MRS. JOHN W. TIDGWell made a delightful little serving table for her front porch. Across two saw horses, JOE ETTA CLARKE placed a length of wood, and presto—had a picnic table that can be made any length by adding units. Another of her projects is a child's slide made from hardwood and secured to an ordinary household ladder. Perfect for the summer cabin where electricity is not available is MARY COOPER BACK'S idea for a movable floor-lamp made of peeled dead lodgepole pine. Splay legs prevent the oil lamp on the crossbar from tipping over. Using our June 1940 suggestion that an inverted garbage can cover makes an ideal bird bath, MRS. JOHN L. TRAVIS clipped a holly bush in a spherical shape, sank a cover in the top, and now watches "birds splash in the top of a shrub." MR. C. E. LINQUINT built for his dog a deluxe house with removable glass windows and a sunporch, and LUCINA WAKEFIELD gave the small fry a break when she found that brown cloth or an old sheet dyed some dark color, stretched over a bridge table makes an ideal camping-out tent for the summer.
Water

The Allan Houstons’ pool in Illinois (see American Home for June) is like a jewel in a neat setting of plants. Lovely to look at, it was made largely for the use of bird visitors, so it contains waterlilies and is quite shallow, with gently sloping sides.

Water may not be as vital to the gardener’s welfare as to that of his plants, but it can add tremendously to the beauty and enjoyment of his garden. Returning from a tour of Los Angeles gardens, Ethel McCall Head says: “I am convinced that, for sheer loveliness, there is nothing to compare with water in your garden! Open water, that reflects the sky and the green of growing things, that shimmers in the mid-day heat and lies still and mysterious in the moonlight, that creates in any garden the illusion of coolness, but is especially welcome in regions of hot, dry air and brilliant sunshine.

“Starting with pools,” she continues, “the more formal French and Italian types are usually found, of course, in large gardens where there is ample room for them—and for a suitable setting. That is essential and it should include both an approach that permits the charm of the scene to grow on one, and also a background. A variation is the pool in which we get an effect of form without strict formality; in which the edging is of irregular rocks, or of brick or tiles. Then there is the pool, especially appropriate in a small place, which effects a sort of transition between house and garden. Located, perhaps, just outside the living room window or at the terrace edge, it becomes a feature of the garden to be viewed and enjoyed from both without and within.

“Of course no garden should offer lovely, quiet retreats beside still or open water without providing also comfortable means of enjoying leisure moments there. Not everyone wants or is prepared to stretch out on the turf or crouch on some less yielding margin, and, personally, I would ban from gardens all stone benches and rustic seats that put a permanent wave in one’s anatomy. The point is to have in the garden water that can be enjoyed by all, at all times. If there are children in the family group, a swimming pool is a great asset; but where space or budget limitations rule that out, there can still be a wading pool, as inexpensive as need be. This, besides serving to give the youngsters many happy hours, can also provide a note of beauty. There are, naturally, times when such a pool and its evidences of a good time—mud pies and toys, a miniature dam, wet shoes and socks, and so on—cannot possibly be called decorative. But, restored to order, it can take on unexpected charm in the cool of the evening when it becomes the venue of a barbecue party. (Incidentally, when such an affair is planned, a plate of fresh cookies does wonders in stimulating a real clean-up job after a day of fun.)

“Among the many types of really informal pools are those associated with rock gardens, little wooded ravines, or streams that may wander across a corner of the property. Perhaps you are even lucky enough to possess the makings of a little waterfall. Maximum success in all such cases is achieved by keeping both pool and surroundings simple, natural, and free from all tricks and cheap, garish properties, such as colored figures of dwarfs, cranes, and frogs.

Another source of water effects is the fountain with an appropriate bowl or pool, of which

Two simple suggestions for pool-makers: 1) Dig shallow, smooth hole; line with tar paper; carry strips over rim and lap them all joints generously. 2) Follow sketch and text notes.
Will Add Pleasure to Summer Living!

The beauty of living water dramatized at Mr. George B. Cassidy's home on Long Island, N. Y. by a waterfall, man-made as the small view shows.

the styles are legion and varied enough to fit all tastes and environments. Bird baths and wells (either real or simulated) also have their appeal, and flower-sinks (which can be developed as a kind of fountain) combine practical advantages with the element of beauty. Located in convenient relation to both house and garden, they provide a place to arrange cut flowers with none of the usual splashy mess indoors; and, during leisure time, they may be used to contribute a happy obligato to tea-table talk, or an odd hour with a book. Keep in mind the fact that, lovely as water is to look at, its full effect is not enjoyed until it can be heard—whether as the gentle murmur of a brook over pebbles, the soft tinkle of a fountain, the brisk splashing of birds at their bath, or the musical note of water falling from a height over rocks, or into a deep pool.

Only a few, probably, can attain to a real waterfall like that illustrated below, but it indicates the possibilities of a combination of skill, means, and good taste. Here, the hill directly behind the house was cleared of scrub trees, cut into some 75 feet with a steam shovel, built up with huge, imported boulders, and expertly replanted with trees, shrubs, and ground-cover suited to the place and the purpose. The total fall of 30 feet is broken half way by a rock ledge. From one pool, the water flows into a second and thence is pumped back to the top.

At the other end of the scale are very small, inexpensive pools as suggested at the bottom of page 14. Dr. E. Bade gives these directions for making one of paper: Dig a shallow hole of any desired size and shape, sloping the sides gently, smoothing them with a spade, and edging them with a low parapet of concrete or brick. Line the hole with felt-base tar paper, letting the ends fold over the rim and lapping the sheets generously and cementing them well. Paint the paper surface with tar, then apply a second coat of paper in the same way. When tar and cement are dry, spread a foot or so of sand over the bottom; fill pool, let stand a few days, drain, and repeat a few times. When the water stays clear, plant lilies or other aquatics (preferably in boxes of rich soil) and set bog plants around the margin.

The second suggestion, from Nelly A. Porter, requires merely some rocks and sand, a bag of cement, an old vinegar barrel or keg, “and elbow grease.” In the center of the chosen site dig a hole deep enough to take the keg and half the length of a piece of 1” pipe thrust through a hole in the bottom. Spread rocks on the floor of the hole, stand the keg on them upside down, and fill dirt in around it. Lay more rocks on top to form a saucer-shaped depression, cover them with chicken wire reinforcement and then with cement soft enough to work in among the rocks and around the end of the pipe, but stiff enough to form a rim that will keep the soil from washing in. When the cement has set, stopper the pipe and fill the pool. The purpose of the keg is to let the water run off freely when the pool is drained but prevent the soil from caving in. If you fill the keg with stones and tip it over quickly, they will remain in place as a “dry well” long after the wooden staves of the barrel have rotted away.

The beauty of living water dramatized at Mr. George B. Cassidy’s home on Long Island, N. Y.
More than ever before in the history of sports, swimming has become a MUST in our lives. No longer do we look at the municipal pool as a place of amusement but rather as a place where we can go to learn skills which will not only enable us to take part in healthful fun—but which can well mean the difference between life and death later on. Learning to swim is neither difficult nor is it limited to any one age group. Actually, swimming is like walking—a means of getting from one place to another. The ease of learning to swim can best be demonstrated by the recently developed Red Cross Functional Swimming and Life Saving Course. Through this course, millions of men and women in our Armed Forces have learned fundamental swimming skills in a week to ten days. If every man, woman and child would also acquire the skill to control himself under average conditions in water then the American Red Cross would reach their objective of WATERPROOFING AMERICA!

To release two drowning people, pull one up by the chin, push the other away and down with your foot.

Posed especially for THE AMERICAN HOME by Vanguard Studio.

CINDY GARNER and DEBORAH ALDEN, Ex-Olympic champion and holder of World's Rough Water Swim record for five miles—HERB BARTHELS, and ROGER C. PLAISTED, American Red Cross.

Roger C. Plaisted,
Director First Aid, and Water Safety
Los Angeles Chapter Red Cross.

To release front head hold push drowning person's chin sideways, lift her arm over your head, duck to break her grip through water with the breast stroke.

In the tired swimmer carry, the "tired" person rests on her back, places her hands on rescuer's shoulders for support and is pushed through the water by means of the breast stroke.

The two man carry in the rescue of a drowning man may be easily accomplished by turning him on his back and by each rescuer hooking an arm under his arm pits, then pulling him to quick safety.
To revive a victim use prone pressure method. Sit astride victim, put hands on small of her back, rock forward and backward with an easy, rhythmic motion. Never use too much pressure any time.

The most elementary and fool-proof form of shore rescue for a non-swimmer to follow is to throw something (clothing or rope) to the drowning person that he can grab hold of, then tow him to safety.

To accomplish a rescue by the cross chest carry, place your arm around the drowning person's chest, your hand under his arm, hug him closely, and tow him toward the shore—keeping him on his back.

To release a rear strangule hold duck under drowning person's arm, come up behind him, use his arm as a lever to control his action. Technically speaking, this action permits a rear head hold release.

Catching air in a pillow case makes a lifesaver. Swing case over your head and bring it straight down into water. It gives support for a long time, air can be replenished by repeating process.

Two ways to hold lifesaving jackets. Deborah Alden holds hers by folding her arms tightly across her chest—Cindy Garner by pressing her elbows tightly against her sides, to keep jacket from rising up.
Peace! Does it mean only that the golden postwar age of new houses and helicopters, gasoline, and gadgets will have arrived? Does it mean only the end of rationing and the beginning of a new era similar to the "mad 20's" which followed the last war? Or could it possibly mean we have emerged from a chastening and sobering experience ready to accept the responsibilities of a peace won from such heartbreak and devastation as the world has never before seen? Never before have women had put upon them such serious tasks as will confront them in the next two decades. Today, there are approximately 42,000,000 adult women in the United States and every one of the 42 million has a personal responsibility toward making the peace one that will not endure for a mere 25 years but forever. I am not sure whether we will be up to it, though I would like to believe we are. Every woman, be she 21 or 80, the mother busy with home and children or the worker in office or factory, can contribute, each in her own measure, to the kind of world where war is no longer possible. It's a magnificent challenge!

When peace came in 1918, it was still pretty much of a man's world. It is just 26 years ago that women were able to participate in the so-called democracy in which they lived by casting a vote for the men who were to represent them in a government "of the people, by the people, and for the people." Until then, apparently, women were not considered "people." It was difficult for women to enter professions freely, or to share equally in the economic advantages men enjoyed. Today, there are 42 million women who can vote, who can be doctors or lawyers, ministers or chemists, welders or policemen, members of the House of Representatives or governors, army or navy officers, or farmers or factory executives. During World War II, women have entered into almost every occupation from railroad hands to ferry pilots, formerly considered the province of men. They have done a good job, but the very fact that women have demanded not only the vote but equal pay in every kind of job open to men puts upon them a new responsibility—the same identical responsibilities they expect men to shoulder. For privileges are not masculine and feminine gender—neither are responsibilities solely masculine.

First, we must be active in politics. Just being well-informed is not enough. In all truth, most of us are not even interested in politics, national or local. But we can no longer "leave it to the men." When we realize what power politics did to create war, we must face the music in the future and force ourselves to understand the machinery of both national and ward politicians. In this connection, we may be aided by joining the League of Women Voters who in all states do an excellent job of keeping track of what is going on in their own localities and at Washington and in evaluating the respective merits of candi-
dates for once, or bills before the legislative. With active participation in the League, think what 42 million women could do to make it a great power for better government.

At a recent PTA meeting attended by 300 mothers, a social worker, speaking on child labor legislation, asked the assembled women how many knew what had happened to the child labor laws in their own state. Five hands went up. Only five women out of 300 knew anything about a subject which should be close to the hearts of all women. When the worker explained that in the guise of "temporary due-to-the-war measures" most of the gains of 25 years of hard work on the part of civic groups in behalf of children had been set aside by the state legislature, the women were shocked! Too late! In concluding, the young worker said with some vehemence—"It'll take a long fight to get those statutes back to the point where they were before the war and it will be your job!"

Yes, it will be our job and are we going to accept it and be ready to fight for permanent peace in every form? In PTA groups, women's clubs and civic organizations we are going to have to worry less about the hot lunch for little Junior or the War Memorial in the park, and concentrate our sights on the big and important issues. We will have to train ourselves to accept the obligation of being voters, 42 million strong. Some of us, past the age where we are needed steadily at home, will have to get into city, state, and national politics and learn how to fight on the peace front for good government and to "insure domestic tranquility" in our own country.

Secondly, we will have to extend our horizons. This war has, at least, taught us that oceans and continents no longer isolate us and make us safe from predatory nations. Therefore, we will have to know what is going on in other countries if we are to have world peace. When trouble is brewing in another nation, its infection may well spread to ours. We may want to see democratic governments flourish in foreign lands, but first we shall have to learn to wipe out the sore spots in our own nation before we hold it up as a pattern for the world. As mothers we will have to be a great deal more rigorous in practicing democracy and training our children democratically in the home than we have been in the past. A school teacher of much mature wisdom recently said to me—"Children have no complexes they are, as well, those qualities that make enduring peace. Recently, I was talking with a mother who having lost one son two years ago in the South Pacific, had just learned that her second son had been killed at Leyte. "I'm going to spend the rest of my life doing whatever I can to further lasting peace," she said. "I am not willing that any mother 25, 50, or even hundreds of years from now should give up her sons as I have done. My boys died for a dream of peace."

Privileges are not masculine and feminine gender—responsibilities solely masculine!

Professionally equal, they have equal obligations to society

Children are never born with complexes against minority groups—Such prejudices "spring from their home-life influences"
Some houses always remain just houses—a place where owners hang their hats, eat, and sleep. Other houses are homes. The people who live in them like them. And, now and then, there’s a house that’s alive with living. It’s as vibrant as the man, the woman, and the boys who live in it—the name, in this case, is Chapin.

The character of the Chapin house may be judged from the pictures on these pages. The Chapins bought the house and then they wore it into the pattern of their lives.

To go back a time, Mr. and Mrs. Chapin had admired the house for a year but agreed it was definitely not for them. The reason being it was on a four and a half acre estate. That settled it. They called it “our house that someone else owns!”

By an odd quirk, though, it was for them. About the time Mr. and Mrs. Chapin were seriously interested in buying a home the owner of the estate realized the site justified a more pretentious house. Since he was considering selling the property, he decided to move the house to another lot which he owned and then sell the land as a fine building site.

That’s when the Chapins bought the house. It was an exceptionally well-built house which required, except for the usual fresh paint and new wallpaper, only the removal of a few too many French doors between the living room and adjoining rooms. The house is furnished with beautiful pine and maple antiques against a color scheme that has a characteristic and individual Chapin flair.

Fine and maple furniture are good for this red-blooded American family. It is sturdy and takes gracefully to concentrated family use. While Mrs. Chapin was planning the decoration of the house with her decorator, she gave her best effort to it and her best was with benefit of a broad knowledge of antiques and impeccable taste.

To her, though, the house and decoration were secondary to the living that goes on in it. Life as they live it was the pattern she followed. She never lost sight of the family and its needs, not for a minute. They wanted comfort in every room and every room planned for themselves.
Mrs. Chapin and decorator George Hall chose wine red and green for living room scheme. Pine cupboard and hutch cabinet are antiques.

Dining room, below left, has pine table, toile paper, beige rug. Son’s room has a charming old maple bed and green trellised wallpaper.

It was agreed that pine and maple antiques combined with deep, comfortable upholstered pieces were to be used in the house. Either of these woods shows less wear and tear than darker woods, all of which means less concern about mars, easier housekeeping and, therefore, more free time. Too, there is something contributory to hospitality about the genuinely wholesome appearance of an old pine or maple piece like the cobbler’s bench in the living room or the glazed cupboard in the corner. The living room fireside chair is upholstered in quilted wine red. The quilted sofa cover, repeated on the window-seat pad, is green, and the wing chair upholstery is of quilted calico-print chintz in brown, beige, red and green. Wine red and green again in the wallpaper repeat the dominant colors.

The rugs are beige—not too light. If they were of smooth texture they would show soil sooner, but being of rough surface they are more practical than a rug which might show footprints. The woodwork throughout the house is white.

Imagine today what it would mean to Mr. Chapin in the South Pacific or the older son pilotting a plane in another distant part of the world to see again their home on these pages. With what reminiscent relish would they scrutinize each picture of the house which they have always referred to as “Major League Comfort”? Indeed, few can resist the congenial spell, punctuated by slackened tension, of the Chapin household which everyone vows is a family conspiracy to insure a long life and a full one. The entire Chapin family live every moment of their lives vitally. Home is the Chapin’s antidote. As Huntley, Jr., expressed it, “When we are home, we think best on one elbow!”

Photographs by Maynard L. Parker
Children’s play area visible from oversized windows

Large doors simplify supervision from kitchen

Mother built protective fence in nursery door
THE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA HOME OF LIEUTENANT AND MRS. G. A. MCCORMACK

Roger Sturtevant

Time was when boats played a major part in the future plans of the young G. A. McCormacks. A boat would be their home—there'd be a galley instead of a kitchen, compact bunks instead of beds and a sailor's carefree life on the bounding main! Then complications set in—complications in the form of one small son and another child on the way. After much argument pro and con, shelter on dry land seemed the more logical place to raise a family A seagoing life would just have to wait. The "right" piece of property was soon acquired and plans zoomed ahead for their new home.

Out came Mrs. McCormack's scrapbook of clippings, and ideas started popping in all directions. First of all, she wanted a house that would be easy to maintain. Any mother with a young brood will sympathize here. Again, it shouldn't be too pretentious but in keeping with their few, but carefully selected possessions. A wide sweep of windows overlooking the children's play area would allow mother to keep one eye on their actions and the other on her routine household tasks. The children's room would be a combination bedroom-playroom opening onto the back garden and situated for direct access from the garden to the bathroom—a good idea to keep newly house-broken children from constantly trooping through the house. For Mr. McCormack, an artist by profession, there had to be north light in the living room. One corner was to be for his easel and drawing desk. It was amazing how quickly the various parts of this domestic jigsaw puzzle fitted into a compact whole. Soon nothing was lacking but the services of a competent architect and the necessary financing to start the ball rolling.

A little setback occurred when the powers who control the realm of home financing decided that the design itself was too extreme. This was a bitter pill to swallow, though the period of depression was not too long lived—Architect F. J. McCarthy saw to that. His skill in providing maximum space with style on a minimum budget was just what the McCormacks needed. His keenness in keeping track of local conditions in a rapidly changing materials market insured completion of the job. The exterior design of the house, under his guidance, was a vast improvement over the original sketches. They were completely acceptable to financing agents. Originally the mischievous panorama of the children at play was to have been seen through double hung sash. Mr. McCarthy's window walls of glass set in the studding...
not only provided clearer vision but emphasized the horizontal lines of the living room wing. Two casement openings in the front living room window wall and the door to the garden provide the necessary cross ventilation. The only compromise in design was the abandonment of the architect's desire for floor-to-ceiling sash overlooking the garden in favor of wainscot high sash. Breakage danger to the children was the reason for this. A built-in coat cabinet by the entrance door screens the dining area and gives partial privacy to most of the living room. A final touch toward giving unity to the house, terrace, and garden was the extension of the corner fireplace as a brick veneer wall. While the house was in the process of erection, all sorts of things began popping. Electrical materials were purchased one day before drastic priorities came into being. Then the new baby arrived—another boy. Shortly after, Mr. McCormack became Lieutenant McCormack of the U. S. Navy and was off to the seven seas. Then Mr. McCarthy, the architect, disappeared into the wilds of the Amazon on a government mission. Mr. McCormack was in residence long enough to enjoy the new house and share his wife's amusement over the politely shocked attitude with which guests greeted the interior color scheme. Vivid blue had been used on the living room walls and ceiling as the most satisfying background for their collection of pictures and prints. The bright green walls of the master bedroom were chosen just for fun. At a very small cost and with no tedious hemming, a brilliant effect was achieved by framing the windows in red plaid yard goods and covering the bedside lamps and footstool with the same material. A white chenille bedspread, which echoes the white ceiling, covers two cot spring mattresses. These will be used for the boy's double-decker bunks when they outgrow their cribs. The McCormacks never want more than a minimum of furniture and that minimum is pretty definitely set as a wartime project. In the meantime Mrs. McCormack busies herself with gay and amusing additions of her own handiwork. Her most brilliant achievement to date is the construction of a reading table made out of a broken-down nursery table and an extra piece of board, and a can of red paint. This bright piece of carpentry is crowned with a lamp made from an old rolling pin and a can reluctantly retrieved from her contribution to the scrap tin drive. Naturally, with the master of the house leaving the scene so suddenly, many odd jobs were left uncompleted. A small child and his pals trailing dirt from an unfinished terrace makes housework just too much of a chore.

As soon as she was able, Mrs. McCormack laid a new brick terrace all by herself. She even tackled the job of grading. The terrace is lower than originally planned but it is neat and usable. By this time the baby had started crawling. To fence him in mother displayed her prowess with hammer and saw by constructing a redwood barricade at the playroom door, in key with the natural redwood siding of the house. In addition to all this a Victory garden was started, maintained, and harvested. The mistress of this household is sharply self-critical. She's not completely satisfied with the house but blames herself for its shortcomings. Already she sees a future need for a large workroom for family hobbies. A new bedroom and bath will be necessary, too. She blames her lack of foresight on her preoccupation with that future life on the boat. She's glad now that war motherhood found her under a roof on dry land. Yet had a boat been the object of the McCormacks' leap into ownership, Mrs. McCormack would have taken it in her stride. She'd keep decks varnished, brass polished, and sails fresh against the time when a lieutenant came home to captain his own ship.
WHITE, VIVID GREENS, AND RED PLAID OF MASTER BEDROOM ADD SPARKLE TO UNORTHODOX ROOM ARRANGEMENT
Renew a worn kitchen linoleum floor with Pennsylvania Dutch designs. Pattern contains tracings of single motifs in two convenient sizes suitable for use on floor, cupboards and window valances; also color chart and painting directions

American Home Pattern A-746. 20¢

Vegetable motifs for kitchen decoration. Pattern includes tracings of 2 vegetable combinations and of single bunches of radishes, beets, carrots, and onions, also color chart and painting directions

American Home Pattern A-747. 20¢

Menu maker box to file your American Home recipes! Pattern includes construction details for making box of wood or cardboard, tracing for painted designs, color chart, and directions for painting

American Home Pattern A-745. 15¢
Look about your workroom, Madam—for after all, if you do your own cooking, as who doesn't these days, that kitchen of yours is your workroom, the room where you spend many hours per week in the planning and preparation of meals for your family. It can be a place of inspiration and happiness in your life, or it can be just drab and colorless. And chances are that, being absorbed by many interests, you may have let it go to pot, if you'll pardon the pun. A shining white kitchen is a fine thing, and it should be kept clean and shining, but its sterile whiteness is not a tremendous morale booster just by itself. The food that comes out of it may be good, nutritious and beautiful, but our premise is that you can have a whale of a lot more genuine pleasure preparing it if your kitchen is gay and colorful.

To give you a gentle nudge in this direction, our pattern department got busy and turned some colorful designs into an enchanting group of painting patterns as you'll find anywhere. We offer them for your perusal and action (we hope) and modestly mention a few good uses to which they might well be adapted.

**Vegetable Patch:** The specialties of the house are the lush bunches of garden-fresh vegetables which you see in the center of the group opposite, arranged like trophies at the country fair! What finer background for their glowing colors than the plain whiteness of the cupboard doors or the tilting front of the vegetable bin? Fine, too, they would be as a painted, permanent centerpiece to garnish that breakfast table or traced on the wall in that blank space over the kitchen stove. Let gay crisp curtains pick up their colors and even the motif—dish towels or ruffled curtains applied with the design will add dash to a kitchen.

To make it easier for you there are also separate tracings of the different vegetables in the group—pungent onions, glistening beets, scarlet radishes, bunches of carrots—which you can scatter at will with a lavish hand wherever you think they are needed. Good grouped on window valance, spice shelf, or chair back.

**Pennsylvania Dutch:** Fetching Pennsylvania Dutch designs are available to decorate the cupboards if you don't relish too much a strictly vegetarian diet. You see them at the top of the left-hand page: Conventionalized tulips, daisies and other designs. These will do the trick on cupboards, valances, and can be used in border designs. If the linoleum in your kitchen is worn, you can give it several coats of good colorful deck paint, then when that's dry, paint your own design to suit your fancy. Combine several of the Pennsylvania Dutch designs with wavy, free-hand lines and decorate your floor as we have shown in sketch at upper left. A couple of coats of spar varnish will give you protection enough. Follow it with wax. Too, if you like, you can use fewer of the designs and follow the same procedure on a smaller scale to cover up a single worn spot such as often occurs in front of the sink or kitchen stove or perhaps in a passageway.

**Menu-Maker Recipe File:** A handy place for your American Home recipes is the menu-box sketched. Our pattern gives you complete instructions and details for constructing one yourself, whether you use wood or cardboard. Here is a ripe field for more small-scale decorations and our painting pattern shows you how to apply the eagle, pepper grinders, bread baskets, spoons and scoops—all authentic designs. The size and shape of the box are especially designed to accommodate American Home recipes. With these fresh, colorful motifs there's no reason for your kitchen not to bloom. You've only yourself to blame.

ORDER PATTERNS FROM THE AMERICAN HOME PATTERN SERVICE 55 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
NEW canvas paint beautifies and prolongs life of

AWNINGS
PORCH
FURNITURE
AUTO TOP
TENT
BEACH
UMBRELLAS

Single application does this double job

Your precious canvas things are worth their weight in gold today. And now, thanks to Setfast Canvas Paint, you can easily and quickly beautify and prolong their life.

With a single application of Setfast, your awnings, porch furniture, auto top, tent or beach umbrellas look like new in their fresh appearance and colorful brightness, without stiffening the canvas.

Furthermore, Setfast repels water and shields out destructive rays of the sun. Most important, this special canvas paint helps prevent rotting of canvas. Thus, Setfast not only beautifies but prolongs the life of your canvas things.

Your department store, hardware and paint store have Setfast in 10 beautiful sun-resistant colors—also black, white and clear.

A bang-up camouflage job! Old sink in kitchen now used as dining room hides beneath modern cabinet built against wall. Faucets at top, sink in middle, water pipes and cupboard space below!

SETFAST CANVAS PAINT

Your intrepid readers whose handiwork we show on these pages! Problems galore they encountered in kitchen, dining room, and utility nook, but were they balked? Not they! They set about making evil into asset with the solid aid of hammer and saw and a good share of determination to back them up—and they sent us these photographs as proof of their meta! You will do well to follow their leads for the solution of your own problems.

MRS. HARRY FURMAN of Elmira, N. Y., had what she considered an eyesore of a kitchen cabinet with three drawers beneath and open shelves above. She wanted a provincial-type cupboard that would nicely display plates and pitchers and an array of spice boxes. Using the rounded edges of a dinner plate as a guide, she traced a shaped outline around the opening of the shelves, cut into the wood with her saw, and soon had a neat scalloped frame for her shelves. A paint job completed the remodeling.

Another reader, BETTY MCCOWAN of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, sent in this kitchen success story. Her problem was the former kitchen in her house, a large room, now converted into a much-needed dining room. (A new, small kitchen had been installed in the basement with a dumb-waiter up to the dining room.) How to conceal the plumbing of the former sink, which could not be removed from the new dining room? With considerable ingenuity, reader McCowan designed a cupboard that covered not only the pipes, but the offending sink as well. Small doors in the upper part open out to reveal the taps. Two more doors lift up to expose the sink. In the bottom section is a door that gives access to the actual plumbing. With doors closed the object is a modern cabinet standing against the wall with never an indication that it hides full equipment for washing the dinner dishes! It is as nice a camouflage job as we have ever seen anywhere!

Under the double windows at one end of this same room, there is another neat built-in job. When closed, it is a handsome serving counter. A quick flip of the wrist, however, lifts the center section of the top and reveals a workable two-burner electric stove for preparing sauces and quick snacks. The door below conceals an electric oven! Good looking square handles on the cabinet and serving counter were designed by the daughter of the house and made at the

And another successful cover-up project—does triple duty as serving counter, cupboard, and de luxe stove unit! Top lifts up from burners, bottom cupboard door opens on oven. Ideal for keeping sauces and rolls hot in dining room
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Cheerfulness goes hand in hand with daylight and outdoor beauty.

And so, why not plan your new postwar home...or the remodeling of your present home...to bring in the daylight and make the most of outdoor views? "Open" your rooms to both—with glass.

In some climates, large windows have presented a problem of heat loss on coldest days. That problem has been answered by Libbey-Owens-Ford’s new Thermopane, the windowpane that insulates.

Thermopane is not a type of window—but an insulating windowpane that allows you to enjoy the charm of bigger windows with comfort and heat savings you’d never imagine possible in cold weather. In your windows, Thermopane looks like regular glass—but what a difference it makes!

Thermopane is described briefly at the right. But if you intend to remodel or build a home when restrictions are lifted, you’ll want a copy of our illustrated Thermopane book. It’s packed with information that you, your architect and your builder can use to bring extra cheer, extra beauty and extra comfort to many rooms in your home. Write for your copy to Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 175 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD
a Great Name in GLASS
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A homeowner in St. Louis

Points with pride

“Our aluminum windows are the first thing in the house that John shows visitors”, comments a proud St. Louis homeowner’s wife. “I like them, too. They’re so easy to lift and easy to clean”.

And better to see through, because aluminum sash and frames are narrow. Wider glass area brings more of the outdoors in.

For truly trouble-free windows, tell your architect or builder you want aluminum sash and frames. After the war, they will be available from a number of window manufacturers... made of Alcoa Aluminum. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1906 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

Windows of Alcoa Aluminum in a Highland Park, Ill., residence

local lumber yard. A serving table made from salmon boxes doubles as a sewing machine cover-up with shelves for extra cupboard space for MRS. R. E. VALENTINE of Suamico, Wis. And speaking of extra cupboard space, NANCY TARWATER of Harrieman, Tenn., solved that never-ending need by installing drop shelves in her kitchen. Only in position when she needs them, they become attractive wall prints when folded back against the wall. Each shelf was made from a piece of wood 20” square 1” wide. One side should be smooth, other side can have recessed panel. Give it two coats of enamel and paste favorite flower print or other decoration to the paneled side. The shelf is chained to the wall as shown diagram below. Such shelves are boon when you’re setting the table for dinner and your space isn’t adequate. If built-in shelves are fitted into the wall space directly behind a hanging shelf, the unit makes a handy writing desk. When Mrs. R. S. GRANT of Lombard, Ill., saw our spice compartment idea in the April, 1941, issue she decided to use it as the answer to her telephone problems. On the blank wall space in her 36-inch hallway from which doors lead into the dining room, kitchen, and basement, she built a series of shelves fitted between the door casings. The casings project about four inches and shelves are the same width. On the bottom ledge is a 12-inch hanging shelf that opens into a compact little telephone desk. Behind two narrow wooden strips across the shelf are neat...
I'll be a different woman when I get my new Steel Kitchen!

*"It'll be fun to work in the kind of kitchen I'm going to have."

"All-steel! Specially designed to make work easy, so that kitchen jobs won't seem like jobs at all, but pleasures.

"I've been dreaming of an all-steel kitchen for a long time. And when I actually get it, after the war... you won't have to look very far to find the happiest housewife in these parts—"

"I'll be her!"

---

**United States Steel**

Manufactured from USS STEEL

For the many labor-saving "gadgets" you'll want to have in your lovely new kitchen. So they'll look right, and work right, and keep on saving you steps and time and trouble for years and years on end!
YOU'LL LIKE YOUR NEW HOME BETTER IF YOU PLAN FOR **Extra Glass**

**A LITTLE EXTRA GLASS MEANS A LOT OF EXTRA Charm**

Bring Your Nicest View right into your new home with a lovely "picture window" of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass. Then you'll have a *living* landscape as a constant source of pleasure. And you'll be delighted at how this larger window makes the room brighter and more cheerful.

Your Entrance Door will be extra smart and inviting if you set it off like this with some PC Glass Blocks. By day, the translucent blocks help light your entrance hall. At night, indoor illumination streams through them to welcome approaching guests. Several patterns and sizes to choose from.

- Only GLASS can give your new home so much extra beauty and charm—at so little cost. An attractive wall mirror, a few PC Glass Blocks, several full-length door mirrors, a wainscot of Carrara Glass in your bathroom or kitchen... these help to make your new home really modern. Consult your architect about the many ways to use glass effectively. And send the coupon for one of our free booklets of decorating and building ideas.

---

**PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY**

**BUY WAR BONDS TODAY FOR A BETTER HOME TOMORROW**

**YOUR CHOICE OF TWO FREE BOOKS**
- If you're planning to build, buy or modernize, send for our *Home Building Book*. Packed with illustrations. Many in full color. Scores of suggestions on how to build with glass. For practical, inexpensive ideas on how to decorate your present home with mirrors and glass, send for our *Home Decorating Book*. Check the coupon for the book that fits your needs.

---

Stacked all the paraphernalia that goes with a telephone. The kitchen door was removed to give light to the hallway and the telephone itself was hung on the outside edge of one door casing. The result is a delightful place-for-everything telephone nook with no more scattered telephone directories or odd scraps of paper littering up the table. These inexpensive cover-up and refurbishing tricks are made to order for the wartime housewife who is on the lookout for ways to keep her own particular "homefront" charming and comfortable and her savings account intact. Why not try them on the problem points around your own house?

Old kitchen cupboard remodeled into charming open-shelf chest. Edges are marked off with a rounded plate and scalloped... Another camouflage job—this time hiding an old sewing machine.

---

**PRATT & LAMBERT PAINT**

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF "El" Floor Varnish

**PLAN NOW for your MOTOR STOKOR**

- If you live in a hard-coal-burning area, investigate Motorstokor, America's finest anthracite stoker. Motorstokor will give you clean, efficient, trouble-free automatic heat... save you up to one-third of your fuel bills by burning low-cost small sizes of anthracite.

Before deciding on automatic heating equipment for your home, see your local Motorstokor dealer (consult classified section of your telephone directory). Or send to us for literature and your dealer's name.

**HERSHEY MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO.**

607 PIT ST., MANHEIM, PA.
The underlying dream of most Americans, from service men in foxholes to war workers in trailers, is to own a home! In the few years after war when the country shakes down and tries readjusting itself to peacetime pursuits, many old houses are certain to change hands. There's bound to be an open season for house hunting. The physical condition of these houses, aggravated by the wartime moratorium on repairs, requires some serious thinking. Blinded by the enthusiasm that always surrounds the purchase of a home, be it old or new, many are sure to be bitterly disappointed with their secondhand wares. Still, there will be buyers—perhaps led on by the simple need for change, growing families, or the attractions of a better neighborhood. Often old houses can be bought at an attractive price level; they usually have plenty of space and are found in the older, more substantial parts of most towns.

Buying or building a new home has a distinct advantage over an old house, no matter how perfect its condition, because you are covered (or should be) for a period of six months on the performance of the house. Leaks that develop in the roof, plumbing that fails to function, doors that stick are attended to by the contractor or development-builder for the "break-in" period. In buying an old house it is caveat emptor—there is no guarantee. In a deed conveying a house and land, it merely states that the house does exist but gives no satisfaction as to its condition.

Caveat emptor, "let the buyer beware," is not an evil but a rock bottom trading agreement—you examine

Charm? The New Hampshire home of Miss Marion Howarth has plenty and so can yours—but make certain the roof doesn't leak—remember, there's no guarantee with an old house!
the article and make your choice, you buy or don't buy. The house for sale is usually represented on no other basis than "as is." The difficulty is that buyers do not examine the property carefully and are not expert in their examination. It would be difficult in the sale of secondhand houses to find a more suitable selling basis that would not lead to endless interpretations, complications and litigation. Put the shoe on your own foot. You may want to sell your house some day, would you guarantee your old house or gratuitously point out all the defects to a prospective buyer? Still the terrifying thought remains that the buyer is saddled with his choice, if there are defects and shortcomings that he has not seen there is no redress since there has been no misrepresentation. The average house owner buys perhaps one or two houses in his lifetime so that his choice is important and had better be good. The person most at a disadvantage as an old house buyer is the apartment dweller who has never

THE ARCHITECT'S PET

SOMETIMES or other your architect has dreamed of the house he'd like to design for just the right, appreciative client.

In this home it's a safe bet that you would find plenty of brass and copper. For your architect is a practical man. He knows the advantages of using copper for plumbing pipes and in places exposed to the weather.

Now is none too soon to consult your architect. Let him show you how you can get added protection for your home, and minimize replacement expenses, with corrosion-resistant Chase copper and copper alloys...from the beautiful brass knocker on the door to the bronze screen cloth on the windows, from the red brass water pipe in the basement to the copper flashing around the chimney. All within a modest budget.

Chase
BRASS & COPPER

After the war, enjoy Chase Red Brass Pipe or Copper Water Tubing, Chase Bronze Screen Cloth, Chase Copper Gutters, Downspouts and Flashing in your house. And install good brass and bronze hardware and brass plumbing supplies, too.

Don't be sold on quaint ship's lanterns, etc., and be stuck with a faulty roof or heating system

Picturesque, sagging old floors may mean rattling dishes at each footstep—or even termites at work

THE HOME YOU WANT

DESIGN AND STYLE your home to order—then build it the Precision-Built® way. This economical method of engineered production is already giving maximum comfort and minimum upkeep in $8,000,000 of private homes and $35,000,000 of Government housing. Architect-designed to your plan—any size, any type, anywhere...Precision-Built homeowners know year-round contentment. Send today for the free book—"Not houses, but Homes."

PRECISION-BUILT HOMES

PRECISION-BUILT
HOMES CORPORATION
Dept. 129, Trenton, N.J.
Please send this FREE book.
We now live in
□ Our own house □ Rented house □ Apartment
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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lived in a house and doesn't know what points he should watch for. The real estate salesman is naturally anxious to earn his commission; the owner is out to make the sale and to them you are another prospect and nothing else. Imagine that you are standing in the driveway looking at a house for sale, the salesman saying that you are pleased with its lines says, "just a coat of paint and a few repairs and you will have a beautiful home." Take this with a grain of salt. There are few instances where one coat of paint will suffice for an old house. Examine the surface; it will probably take prodigious labor in cleaning the scale and loose paint, nailing down the siding and then an undercoat and a finish coat to give it the good appearance he was talking about. Remember, all house plants are constantly in a state of repair. As you look around the yard, he says, "lovely grounds, why there is five hundred dollars' worth of planting here alone!" As in golf, keep your eye on the ball. Resist the "Lorelei" sales talk of the realtor and concentrate on the house. You will be living in the house not under a blue spruce. Do not be sold on a feature like a breakfast alcove and find yourself replacing the roof or heating system. In the house, as you walk from room to room, you see a spot of discolored plaster on the ceiling, and you ask, "does the roof leak?" the answer is, "not to my knowledge." Not very satisfying. You try again and ask, "is the cellar dry?" The answer is again non-committal, "to the best of my knowledge, yes." To come to the defense of the salesman the answers he gives you are probably the truth because he doesn't know. How could he? He naturally doesn't live in every house he sells. This brings us back to caveat emptor, "let the buyer beware"—it is up to you to find out.

Pro.spects usually go hunting houses on bright sunny days when nature lends her smiling approval. Sunlight and shadow play around the house spreading a charm and stability to the scene. This is a great mistake. The time to look at a house is during or after a rainstorm when you can see for yourself whether the water stays outside the roof, walls, and cellar. It is not always possible to do this but the next best thing is to look for the signs that water has been present. Stains on the concrete floor, discolored or crumbling plaster are indications but, of course, there is no substitute for seeing the actual thing. When you go house hunting take along a flashlight and a penknife. There are dozens of things you can detect by just using your eyes and hands with no special technical knowledge. While in a room rattle the windows to see if they are tight and look for weather stripping. Try the doors. Stand in the middle of a room on your toes and let your full weight come down on your heels, it will jar the floor and if there is excessive vibration you can be sure the dishes will rattle as you cross the floor.
FALSE TEETH WEARERS

How YOU Can Avoid the Danger of DENTURE BREATH

Guess Who? He doesn’t have to guess... he knows! There’s just no hiding your... DENTURE BREATH. Avoid offending in this way. Don’t trust brushing and scrubbing with ordinary cleaners that scratch plate material. Such scratches help food particles and film to collect faster, cling tighter, causing offensive Denture Breath.

PLAY SAFE — SOAK DENTURES IN POLIDENT DAILY

It’s Easy! It’s Quick!
Soak your plate or bridge in Polident fifteen minutes or overnight... then rinse... and it’s ready to use. A daily Polident bath gets into tiny crevices brushing never seems to reach—keeps your plate sparkling clean and odor-free.

What’s more... your plate material is 60 times softer than natural teeth, and brushing with ordinary tooth pastes, tooth powders and soaps often wears down the delicate fitting ridges designed to hold your plate in place. With worn-down ridges, of course, your plate loosens. But, since there is no need for brushing when using Polident, there’s no danger. Besides, the safe Polident way is so easy and sure!

Press plaster bulges with your fingers to see if there is any give, it may be loose and need replacing. Turn on the faucets upstairs and downstairs at the same time to see if the water pressure is adequate. It is not any one of these items that would deter you from buying a house but just such a simple observation as turning on the water might give you the clue that the galvanized iron piping is corroded and needed replacement. Push your penknife into the sill, the main timber on top of the foundation wall, to see if it is sound. Termites have a way of eating the inside and leaving what passes for a sound appearing member.

You are told, “this house is a steal, a giveaway, a bargain!” But is it? The sum total of your impressions good and bad should give you your decision. There is one important principle that should be uppermost in your mind, or else you will be lost in wishful thinking. The real cost of an old house is the buying price plus the “repair bill” to put it into shape to satisfy your standard of living.

Like the paradox, “the best way to design a house is to live in it first,” the best way to buy a house is to live in it first. It is sometimes possible to rent with an option to buy after a period of time.

If you don’t feel confident in your own diagnosis, by all means invite a contractor to go over the house with you and give you an approximate “repair bill.” If a house has not been lived in and on the market for some time there may be some potent hidden reason why this is so, a good reason, perhaps, to keep you from buying it. In house hunting you owe it to your pocketbook to find out as much as you can about a house and if you should find yourself getting overly enthusiastic about one, just repeat the phrase caveat emptor—then go out and look some more!

Our subscriptions are filed geographically by city and state. Accordingly, when you change your address, please be sure to give us the old address as well as the new. Otherwise we cannot make the necessary change.

Also please advise us at least thirty days in advance of any change of address. It requires twenty-two working days to run our huge subscription list and no changes can be made while it is being run.

Transportation facilities today are overloaded and subject to frequent and lengthy delays. Thousands and thousands of experienced post office employees are in the armed services. The mails are heavier than ever before. The post office is doing a wonderful job with inexperienced help, but still your copy may be late. If it is, please be patient.

GET RID OF STAINS... Odors... Germs

And do it the sanitary way—with Sani-Flush. It will keep the toilet bowl white... remove a source of toilet odors. The hidden trap will be thoroughly cleaned too. Sani-Flush works chemically. Use it two or three times a week. Just shake a little into the toilet bowl. You don’t have to scrub. Sani-Flush disinfects too. Will not harm toilet connections, or septic tanks and their action. (See directions on can.) If you haven’t used Sani-Flush, try it. For sale everywhere—two handy sizes.

Sanitary

“FARMER” HUCKLE

barks a knuckle...

NEW! Another Polident Product

DENTU-GRIP Pleasant Powder to Hold Plates Tight

Use POLIDENT Daily TO KEEP PLATES AND BRIDGES CLEAN... AND ODOR-FREE!
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DO IT NOW

Today!

It's time for a semi-annual check-up on your fire extinguishers to make sure they are fit and ready for that possible emergency. See that each one is in easy reach, not blocked off by obstructions, and that its shell has not been damaged by a fall, a hard blow, or through the freezing.

Grip nozzle of soda-acid or foam unit in lifting from wall bracket

Remove acid bottle; save stopple for use in new one. Rinse shell

Dissolve soda powder, pour into shell, and add water until full

Lucky Couple
to be able to build with this Protection

The homes of tomorrow will be far better homes, more comfortable, more enduring, thanks to the remarkable advances made in building construction during the past few years.

In wall construction, for instance, the Insulite Wall of Protection offers many new and important advantages. Check them!

- Double Insulation
- Greater Structural Strength
- Protection Against Vapor Condensation Within the Walls

When you build with the Approved Insulite Wall of Protection you get effective insulation without extra materials and no extra cost. Insulite is used in place of wood sheathing and conventional lath to give protection against destructive condensation. Insulite insulates as it builds!

Be certain to ask your architect or builder about the Insulite Wall of Protection. Your new home should have this modern wall.

Made Exclusively From Wood

INSULITE
INSULATES AS IT BUILDS

Send coupon to the right for a free copy of the book, "Tear Around Comfort," which gives complete information about Insulite products for tomorrow's homes.
What does he know about heating systems?

Not a thing, bless him. The thermostat is to him only an interesting plaything. He has no heating plant worries. His home is always warm and snug... because his father consulted a Crane Dealer.

Because your Crane Dealer handles all types of heating, he is a source of unbiased information. He will make a study of your requirements and recommend the heating system that will give you the most in comfort, reliability and economy. Thus, whether you are planning to build or remodel, you need not spend long hours in deciding whether you should heat with a stoker, oil burner or gas. He will tell you whether steam, hot water or warm air is best for your building.

Right now there are limitations on what heating equipment is available; but for your future planning, you are assured that the Crane line will include everything for every heating system.

Everything in heating:
- Boilers
- Furnaces
- Radiators
- Controls
- Oil Burners
- Stokers

CRANE CO., 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 8, ILL.
NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALEAI AND HEATING DEALERS
PLUMBING • HEATING • PIPE • FITTINGS • VALVES

To service vaporizing liquid (or pump-gun type), lift down, have ready clean, dry vessel, and test pressure or action by discharging or pumping some of contents into it. Return this to container, and fill to within one-half inch of top with fresh solution (or water in pump-gun type.) Replace cap.

Serving the Nation through "The Open Door"

It is characteristic of the prominent funeral directors in every community to maintain the highest standards of service within the means of every family. Seek their advice at any time. Their cooperation is invaluable.

"Lucky ME! I get MILK-BONE every day!"

Your dog will agree with you... Milk-Bone's a fine ration for him! He likes its taste, its chewy crunchiness. You'll like it for him because it helps keep him healthy and happy. Contains essential food factors combined with 5 important vitamins your dog needs! Remember, Milk-Bone is a food made especially for dogs!

Milk-Bone foods contain nutrients your dog needs:
- Vitamins A, B1, B2, B6 and D
- Meat Meal...Fish Liver Oil
- Whole Wheat Flour...
- Minerals...Milk

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
FREE SAMPLE
444 W. 15th St.
New York 11, N. Y.
Send me a free sample Milk-Bone Biscuit. Also booklet: "How to Care for and Feed Your Dog." (Please print. Paste coupon on penny postcard if you wish.)

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City and State: _____________________
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HERE ARE SIMPLE, ORIGINAL IDEAS FOR SOLVING TWO FAMILIAR PROBLEMS

Dr. E. Bade and Howard H. Edgerton

For Gardeners

Here are simple, original ideas for solving two familiar problems.

Dr. E. Bade and Howard H. Edgerton

Why an Eagle Certified Job gives you more insulation for your money!

When you consider what you get—engineered accuracy... complete coverage... year-after-year maximum fuel savings—comfort, winter and summer—you will agree an Eagle Certified Job gives more insulation per dollar than any other kind!

Based on an accurate survey

Before work starts, an authorized Eagle Contractor makes an accurate survey of your property. Then he applies insulation everywhere necessary, in accordance with Eagle-Picher engineered specifications. Only genuine Eagle Mineral Wool is used. This material is fireproof, water-repellent, and is highly efficient. It is physically and chemically stable, does not "settle," lasts a "housetime."

There's no skimping—insulation is pneumatically blown to correct thickness into both side walls and ceilings, without muss or fuss, properly sealing the house against outside heat and cold. Ventilation is installed wherever needed.

Upon completion of the work, you receive a certificate, stating that a complete certified insulation job has been done.

Maximum summer and winter benefits

Your house will stay as much as 15° cooler in summer, including upstairs rooms. In winter you will enjoy uniform comfort and save up to 40% on fuel. You'll have added fire protection, less outside noise penetrating inside. Your home will be not half... not two-thirds... but utterly insulated!

It's easy to Buy an Eagle Certified Job! The U.S. Government has authorized a liberal Extended Payment Plan—Contact your Eagle Contractor for full details.

Buy MORE War Bonds—for keeps!★

Certified

Insulation for Homes

Made by the makers of Eagle Whig Loft—for all fine painting
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Garden Making on a Hillside!

David W. Dumper, of New Jersey, Tells the Story of a Terrace Transformation That Took Only Two Years to Accomplish

Photographs by the author

As every gardener knows, gardening on a hillside is complicated by either or both of two problems. One is the tendency of the soil to wash or erode as a result of heavy rains; the other is the tendency of that same soil to dry out because the moisture has run off or sunk deep into the bank. The job of garden making recorded in these pictures, which (together with a little remodeling) I accomplished in something over two years, with only a few hours of additional man labor, solved both those problems. For the result was a series of level planted areas instead of a continuous slope. Not only are they proof against washing, but they also retain a supply of moisture where the plants can get it. A visitor who was born and raised in Switzerland remarked recently that the garden made him homesick because it reminded him of the way gardens and plantings are frequently terraced in Alpine regions.

First of all, I tackled the old hay barn that stood on the knoll behind our house. It was strongly built with a frame of hand-hewn timbers, and in good condition, so after removing the entire lean-to buggy shed at the left I took off the old shingles, the tar paper roofing, and about eighty percent of the matched board siding, handling the latter material carefully so I could replace it.

Next, by using jack screws and cutting away the supporting posts, I lowered the whole roof five feet,...and at home I use the Classified to save time

In the office, the factory and the home you, too, will find the Classified section of Telephone Directories helpful in many ways.

For your business, it tells where the sources of supplies are or where to get service or equipment.

For your home, it tells you who are the authorized dealers and service men for many household appliances—and where to get other things fixed, such as your lawn-mower, roof or heating system.

Save time and trouble. Use the Classified regularly.

The old barn looked like this the spring before we started work on it

The next spring, with the barn remodeled, I began the garden making

By the second winter, the transformed, terraced hillside looked like this

And now, this is the vista
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then reassembled the structure, installing the new doors and windows, putting on a new roof covering, and giving the building a coat of paint. Thus I turned it into a studio above, and a garage below, and provided further reason for developing an appropriate garden setting. Spread over the first year, this part of the work required about sixty man hours for the dismantling and a total of some 270 man hours for lowering the roof and getting the building in shape for painting.

The following spring, I started on the terraces which, as completed, rise twelve feet four inches vertically from the lowest point. Cutting appropriate garden setting. Spread, putting on a new roof covering, and stallimg the new doors and windows, no mortar but carefully overlapping the joints. Above this, I leveled off the first bed, nine feet wide. Both walls and beds, like the path, are 120 feet long, and at this point there is plenty of stone on the land, I made the next three races and the surrounding area. This picture below shows the terraces a couple of years later when the growth had fully developed, but does not, of course, suggest the brilliant display presented by the two flower beds. Here, at one time, some 14,000 pansy blossoms made a strikingly beautiful sight that was enjoyed and admired by many visitors.

And now that the major construction work and the development of the setting of the house are completed, I was ready to start planting the terraces a couple of years later when the growth had fully developed, but does not, of course, suggest the brilliant display presented by the two flower beds. Here, at one time, some 14,000 pansy blossoms made a strikingly beautiful sight that was enjoyed and admired by many visitors.

And now that the major construction work and the development of the setting of the house are completed, I was ready to start planting the terraces a couple of years later when the growth had fully developed, but does not, of course, suggest the brilliant display presented by the two flower beds. Here, at one time, some 14,000 pansy blossoms made a strikingly beautiful sight that was enjoyed and admired by many visitors.
Some of the favorite pieces from her milk-white glass service for 16 fills the Chippendale cabinet, 1790. Upper section top to the bottom—Square S, Pin-Wheel, One-a-one, Fan and Circle, Square Fan and Circle. Bottom section holds bowls and cake plates of Fan and Circle. Daughter Edith shares her mother’s avid interest in the history of each piece.

My hobby of collecting antiques began almost simultaneously with my marriage—and, like Topsy, “just grew” from there. My husband and I started housekeeping with anything we could tease away from our families. We wanted to begin our married life with bits of furnishing and adornments that had been in the families for years so that our new home would seem familiar to us and not too new. To fill in we soon began “antiquing,” a delightful diversion that has lasted all our married life, and has given us a wealth of adventures and new friends from our “hunting trips.” These friendships and the amusing or exciting incidents that brought them about are as dearly cherished today as are the antiques themselves.

For instance, on one trip we saw a little white house up on a hill with a sign in front marked “Antiques for Sale.” “Next time we are here, we must stop,” we said. But months later when we returned we were unable to find the house with the sign. The third time we drove that way, however, we were in luck. There was the little white house with its remembered sign—and we stopped. A gentle, little old white-haired lady welcomed us in and invited us to sit down. We talked about everything except antiques. Finally we said, “We saw your sign and thought you had some antiques for sale.” “No,” said the little old lady, “I haven’t a thing for sale, but some days I get lonesome so I hang out my sign and someone nice always stops and I do enjoy talking to them.”

From that day on whenever we passed that way, we always stopped to see our “lonely little lady,” as we called her, and the friendship she gave us until the day she died is more deeply cherished than any antique we ever found.

The first colored glass I ever saw was a square emerald green “Herringbone” sauce dish out of which a cat was drinking milk on the back porch of the village dressmaker in Northern Michigan where we have a summer home. It had been brought there with the family’s household goods on a sailing vessel when they moved from Sheboygan, Michigan. A man with a horse and buggy had been around selling baking powder and had given the green glass as premiums. I found more in her pantry and under the stairs, so we made a trade.

That began my hunt for a full set of green glass. Today I have enough to set a table for sixteen. That fall, while in Philadelphia, I was told of a family who wished to part with some of their nice old things because they were moving away. From them I purchased eight Chinese plates with a center of soft orange and a border of emerald green exactly matching my green glass. These the family had received, with other china pieces, from China as ballast in their grandfather’s sailing vessel in 1800. So I reduced that family’s moving load by bringing the plates home to join my green glass family.

At Christmas time the combination of the china and green glass makes a lovely Yuletide table setting. To display my ware to full advantage, I use a pale green cloth with an evergreen wreath in the middle of the table, centered with a tall red candle. Small bright red apples are tucked among the evergreen and red candies glisten from the green glass compotes. For dinner plates, I use a cream plate with a border of green leaves; for dessert, I use square emerald green glass Herringbone plates.
Salmon, fresh-caught from the icy depths, is a treat only a few are ever privileged to know. But that same fine fresh flavor is yours to enjoy—at any time—no matter where you may live—when you buy salmon in cans.

That's because modern canning methods are so quick that salmon are canned within a few hours after leaving the water—and the dependable steel-and-tin can seals in all goodness, seals out the spoilage effects of air, light and contamination of all kinds.

This same dependable protection also applies to hundreds of other foods that come in cans—as well as to a long list of additional products that go to make up the more than 2,500 items normally packed in cans by over 135 different industries.

And, of course, cans take top honors for convenience. They don't shatter, crack, tear, or split. And they're easy to carry, store, open, and dispose of. No other container combines so many worthwhile advantages!
Happy Ironings to You!

Shirts of white, and shirts of blue,
Shirts of ev'ry handsome hue,
Join the chorus, sing with Sunny,
"Linit Starch will save you money."

"See how Linit keeps our collars
Neat and clean as new-made dollars.
How ev'ry neckband, ev'ry cuff
Feels sleek and smooth and never rough."

A solo then by Master Linit—
"You can mix me in a minute.
Best of all, it matters not
If the water's cold or hot."

"Then any starching that you please
You'll do with pleasure, speed and ease
And when you iron, you'll agree
' Linit is the starch for me. '"

Even Sad Irons Join the Chorus
"Linit Ironings Never Bore Us"
SYLVANIA OFFERS YOU LIGHT AT ITS BEST!

Don't be in the dark about light! Know how much faster you can work, how much better you play, how much more completely you relax when the light's right. Check illumination at home and office. Get rid of inadequate bulbs, and enjoy Sylvania's better, more dependable, longer-lasting light. Sylvania bulbs and fluorescent lamps cost no more than the ordinary kind!

INTERESTING BOOKLET FREE!

Yours for the asking! Sylvania's Survey Booklet gives you a new idea of what people want in home lighting, radio, television. Write Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 517, 500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

Executive Offices: 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y.

MAKERS OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS SYLVANIA RADIO TUBES
"Just a few more months of Elbow-Grease...and then a KitchenAid!"

"I've been doing this the hard way ever since my old mixer gave up the ghost in 1942. And I'm going to keep on doing it this way for the few more months it will take before my dealer gets his KitchenAids.

"And I'll tell you why!

"KitchenAids aren't run-of-the-counter mixers. KitchenAid mixes, whips, beats, kneads, grinds—everything! Why it even makes ice cream! It's more powerful, more positive in action, and it will outlast any mixer on the market.

"Even Jim is sold on KitchenAid. He says, 'I'm no chef, but I know machines, and KitchenAid is tops in engineering.'

"Well, it's tops with me in performance and beauty. My KitchenAid is on order right this minute—and however long it takes, I'm going to wait until it comes!"


KitchenAid Model K4:—For larger families and more extensive use. 4-qt. bowl.

KitchenAid Model G-5:—For large homes, or commercial pastries. 5-qt. bowl.

The KitchenAid Electric Coffee Mill

Enjoy the fullest flavor of good coffee, freshly ground at the flip of a switch! Two models will be available—watch for them.

Better Results. Because of variety of speeds available and fact that bowl does not rotate, recipes can be followed to the letter. Results on the KitchenAid are always more dependable, more delicious.
In thousands of American homes

Families, just like yours, are playing the kind of music you folks have always wanted to play. Yes, we're sure you'd like to play music like this—music of rich, sustained tones—music that transforms the most simple melody into a thing of beauty. And you'll be surprised to discover how easily you can play it on the Hammond Organ.

The very first time you sit down to the Hammond Organ, you'll experience the thrill of creating this richer, more beautiful music. And if you can play an easy melody on the keyboard, you're ready to try the Hammond Organ right now.

Whether or not you are considering a musical instrument for your home, we want you to enjoy this experience. The coupon, below, will bring you literature and the name of your nearest dealer. He will welcome you any time you find it convenient to stop in.

Hammond Organs will be available again just as soon as conditions permit. Should you decide to own one, you can arrange a reservation with your dealer to assure earlier delivery. Send coupon for more information.

HAMMOND ORGAN

Hammond Instrument Co.
2941 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

Gentlemen: Please send me full information on the Hammond Organ.

Name. .................................................. 
Street. ................................................. 
City ...................................................... 
State .................................................... 
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**Rem's a great medicine—Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound**

TO START HAIR CARE

Care of the hair should begin in babyhood to get your child's hair off to a good start...help assure lovely hair later in life.

You can't use a finer, safer, more gentle soap than Pack-er's Tar Soap. Its pine-come color, piney odor and creamy lather have made it a family favorite for three generations.

And shampoos with Pack-er's average only about one-fourth the cost of bottled shampoos.

Get a large 25¢ or 10¢ cake today.

Shampoos for less than a penny.

**PACKER'S TAR SOAP**

**FALSE TEETH**

KLUTCH holds them tighter

KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dentures so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk with greater comfort and security; in many cases almost as well as with natural teeth. KLUTCH lessens the constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate. 25c and 50c at druggists.

If your druggist hasn't it, ask him to get it for you. We'll be back when copper's in progress. There was a huge tent set up for auction. Finally, however, I decided to set down to open. Right in the shop to open. Finally, however, I decided on setting the alarm clock for an early rising instead. I spent a restless night, but the next morning was on hand to help the owner open her shop, and the enchanting Strawberry china has been mine to enjoy ever since. There were only four handleless cups and saucers in the set, but in the following years it has been admired. Never tried anything that seemed to have a fond and reluctant farewell, promising myself that someday-somewhere—l I went out a smallish room. Dust the furniture, and we will mail you a generous trial package, or have it at home, and I'll be back when copper's in progress.

**DRI-AIR**

One look at the marvelous display of objects set up for auction changed our minds. We stopped, planning to spend an hour or so and then continue on our way. One look at the marvelous display of objects set up for auction changed our minds. We stopped, planning to spend an hour or so and then continue on our way.
Scratching Dog?

A Scratch will not go away
until his skin is raw and sore from 
scratching and swatting with ears 
and tail. One owner writes "My Doc  
(called "Hunters Doc Powder")  
helped abrade—unless you try  
dig, rub and—only 25c, Emerson  
Ask for it—lay it in urine. Now he plays and
is full of pep."

KURTEX

Now you can wear your favorite 
antiques without fear of 
cut, wound or scratch. KURTEX  
makes any garment safe to wear in  
areas of body that are apt to 
chafe. Used by the best  
Hunters Doc Powder. At any  
drug store, pet or sport shop.  
Only 25c. Emerson

 искусственный

ROSEVILLE

DECORATIVE ART POTTERY

Do YOU Own A 
Scratching Dog?

@ Does your dog constantly scratch, dig, rub and  
swat himself—does until his skin is raw and sore?  
He may be perfectly clean and flea free, but suffer-  
ing from an intense itching irritation that has enter-  
ted the nerve endings of his skin. He is in 
 torment and can't help scratching—unless you try 
to help him. Try giving him Bex Hunters Dog Pow-  
ders, twice each week, and ask the quiet benefi-
tent one owner: "If my dog could talk I  
know he would say thanks for Bex Hunters Dog  
Powder. He was raw and sore from scratching and  
just lay around. Now he plays and is full of pep."

Handy Helper's

When Canning Peaches, Beans or Yams

@ Or making pickles, jellies, jams...

What should you use to mark each jar?  
And how many contents are?

Dennison

CANNING LABELS

At Stationery Department Store.

Buy Extra Bonds Now—during the Big 7th War Loan

Copyright 1945, International Gillette Products Co.
If you’re lucky enough to own a NESCO you can easily enjoy delicious meals like the one suggested below. No fretting over a hot stove. No pot-watching. Just put the entire meal in your electric NESCO roaster. Set the automatic timer. And forget it. Best of all, it won’t raise the temperature of your kitchen.

**Meat Loaf**

1 1/2 lbs. veal Shank or hamburger, ground
2 fat pork chops, ground in by butcher. Save bones
2 eggs, beaten
1/4 cup salt and granules of pepper
1 small onion, chopped fine
4 tbsp. catsup or tomato soup
1 cup dry bread or cracker crumbs
(Mix and pack in greased loaf pan)

**Vegetable**

String fresh beans, break in small pieces. Place in small covered inner pan, add 1/2 cup water, 1 tsp. salt, and pork chop bones to flavor. Peel 6 med. size potatoes and place in inner pan with 1/3 cup water, 1 tsp. salt, and cover. When tender add 2 tbsp. melted butter or margarine, sprinkle with chopped parsley.

**Dessert**

6 tbsp. butter or margarine
20 med. size graham crackers
6 tbsp. sugar
3 cups ditM fresh rhubarb
Melt 1 tbsp. butter, mix with coarsely crushed crackers. Place in layers with sugar, rhubarb and remaining butter in greased baking dish. Top with final layer crackers.

Brass-bound amber glass pieces, wood handles, nice garnishment for summer tables. Patters.
Sparkle your table with these two gamecocks from Viking. Crystal clear and cool carved iceas Summer-white compote gone giddy with fruit, perky plaid bow, Westmoreland. Lucite candy dishes from Mayfair Gifts, amusing Fulper ducks.

_F. M. Demarest_
Look! Wonderful eating, finger-tip fashion! Here's perfection in foods, thanks to pure, golden Mazola. This fine oil, pressed from the hearts of ripe corn kernels, fries foods that taste as good as they look. Mazola also makes zesty fresh salad dressings—so many good things! At all grocers.

CRISPY CHICKEN
To serve 6: Disjoint 2 frying-size chickens, 2 1/4 to 3 lbs. each. Mix: 2 cups flour, 2 tbsp. salt, 1/2 tsp. pepper. Pour 1 1/4 cups milk into another dish. Dip chicken in milk, then flour. Pour Mazola into a heavy skillet or chicken fryer to a depth of 1/2 in. Heat slowly until the first piece of chicken "sizzles" when you put it in. Place heavy pieces first; do not crowd pan. Fry chicken gently until golden on each side, turning once. Cover pan and fry at reduced heat 40 min. until tender. For a "crisp" crust, uncover for last 10 min.

POTATO CHIPS
To serve 8. Slice 6 medium unpeeled potatoes "paper-thin". Soak in ice water one hour. Pour Mazola into a deep, heavy pan to a depth of 3 to 4 in. Pan should not be more than half filled. Heat slowly to 375°F. Dry potato slices. Place a few slices at a time in frying basket. Lower each basketful into hot fat, and fry until light brown, about 1 1/2 minutes, shaking basket continually. Drain on paper towels immediately.

M-m-m MAYONNAISE
Combine egg yolks, dry ingredients, and 1 tbsp. of vinegar in bowl. Beat until light and thick. Add cup of oil, 1 tbsp. at a time, beating each time only until the oil disappears. Then alternately beat in 1 tbsp. vinegar and 1/2 cup oil until all oil and vinegar have been added.
"My cook leads a double life!"

Sometimes she cooks... and sometimes she serves Derby Foods! Bridget cuts down on her kitchen time (and cuts up with Officer O'Toole)! We don't mind because we love her tasty Derby dinners and eat every luscious morsel. Another thing, ready-to-serve Derby Foods save fuel as well as food. No cooking — no waste — all wonderful eating! So important today when we mustn't waste a bite of precious meat!"

Meaty Tamales with Sauce. Puncture cap, stand jar upright in pan half filled with water, bring to boil and simmer for ten minutes. Pour into serving dish, discard wrappers; split Tamales lengthwise and spoon sauce over each half.

Chili Con Carne • Lambs' Tongues • Ox Tongue • Pigs Feet • Sausage • Frankfurters Tid Bits • Spaghetti with Meat and Sauce • Lunch Tongue • Egg Noodles and Chicken • Dried Beef • Chicken Broth • Chicken • Tamales • Chicken à la King • Canned Beef Hash

Pig's Feet Tid-Bits in mild vinegar. Each tongue is a pink-and-white morsel of savory goodness... expertly cured and cooked... mildly flavored with choice spices! Every bit is deliciously edible!

Chicken with Egg Noodles. Savory chicken cubes — both white and dark meat — are added to perfection-cooked golden egg noodles, and then permeated with rich chicken broth to make this coming Derby dish a real luncheon or dinner delight!

And many things you can make yourself to brighten up that down-at-the-heels impression. For instance, take these painted table mats with tumblers to match—they'd add distinction to any summer party! You can make them just as dainty and lovely—at surprising little cost, too, and with no previous training! Our Pattern A-744 tells how; it contains tracings of all the flower motifs in the three sets illustrated below plus complete directions for painting on glass and fabric.

Order pattern from American Home Pattern Service
55 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y.
"Good-Luck" Secrets for your Pickling

Do—
... make certain that jars, rubber rings, lids are in perfect condition. Examine tops of jars and lids to be sure there are no nicks, cracks, sharp edges, etc. Wash jars, new rubber rings and lids thoroughly clean in hot soapy water. Rinse well.

... use best possible pickling vinegar—Heinz Distilled White Vinegar—full-strength. This delightfully aromatic, clear and sparkling Heinz Vinegar has been the choice of expert cooks for generations because it is always uniform in strength, delicious in flavor. ... Too weak vinegar will allow pickles to soften, spoil. Vinegar that is overly strong causes alterations in taste.

Don't—
... put away filled jars for at least twenty-four hours. Set jars on several thicknesses of paper. Cool away from draft. Test to be sure that seals are tight. Contents of jars that are not properly sealed may be reprocessed or should be used right away ... Store pickles in a place that is cool, dry, dark.

... put off till tomorrow the canning that should be done today. Never attempt to use partially spoiled, wilted or blemished fruits or vegetables for pickling. Perhaps you can salvage some of them for immediate use! If pickled or canned they will not keep.

Safeguard Your Canning with...

HEINZ VINEGAR

1 The same vinegar used in Heinz own pickling
2 Best for either hot or cold packing
3 Good, full flavor, yet mellow because it's aged in wood
4 Available in bottles and gallon jugs
We make it easy; you take it easy. That’s our summer food slogan. We hope that your application of our plans in that direction has breezed you through the two months preceding this, and that it may keep you sailing along until fall. There is no reason why its basic principles should not work as effectively and easily in January as they do in July, and through all the intervals between.

This month brings us to the third and last whirl of our make-it-easy food merry-go-round, drinks, and desserts. Cold or hot, they have a place in the menu and will fortify you against the frazzle and dazzle of these sweltering days.

There is a wide choice of drinks and they are as quick and easy to make as a few turns of the wrist and one turn of the refrigerator door. Fruit drinks, particularly orangeade, monade, limeade—these are all mother’s aids in keeping children well and happy in summer. These fruits are
♦ coffee coolers

Coffee syrup: Add 1 cup sugar to 3 cups boiling water and bring to a boil. Remove from heat. Add 2 cups ground coffee, stir well, cover and let stand 15 minutes. Place 2 thicknesses of wet cheesecloth in a strainer and pour in coffee mixture. Let drip without stirring until grounds are dry. Store syrup in covered jar in refrigerator. Stir before using. Makes 2 cups coffee syrup. For a coffee drink add 2 tbs. of the syrup to 1 cup cold milk. Top with whipped light cream or ice cream and sprinkle with cinnamon.

Coffee eggnog: Separate 1 egg. Beat the yolk and stir 3 tbs. of the coffee syrup into it. When well blended, stir in 1/2 cups cold milk. Beat egg white until stiff and fold into the coffee mixture. Pour into two glasses and serve. Makes 2 servings.

♦ puddings and tarts

Vanilla pudding: 1. Prepare vanilla pudding as directed on package. Cool and fold in 1 cup of fresh or canned berries. Pour into baked tart shells. Garnish with berries. 2. Add 1/2 tsp. grated lemon rind to pudding. Cool. Place fresh or canned peach, pear or apricot half in sherbet glass, fill to top with cooled pudding mixture. Chill and serve plain or sprinkled with chopped nuts or shredded coconut. 3. Spread cooked rice in a shallow refrigerator dish, sprinkle with cubes of currant or mint jelly. Chill. Pour cooled pudding over rice and jelly. Chill well before serving.

Chocolate pudding: 1. Prepare chocolate pudding as directed on the package. Cool. Crush peppermint stick candy (about 1/4 cup). Fold crushed candy into cooled pudding; spoon into sherbet glasses and chill. Serve with a meringue topping or a swirl of marshmallow whip. 2. Combine chocolate and vanilla pudding. Prepare each pudding as directed on the package. Spoon them in separate layers into sherbet glasses.

Butterscotch pudding: Prepare butterscotch pudding as directed on the package. Garnish with a sprinkling of chopped peanuts, graham cracker or vanilla wafer crumbs, slices of pineapple and sprigs of mint, or triangles of cinnamon toast.

♦ lawn party punch

Preparation time: 1/2 hour

2 cups hot, strong tea 1 small bunch fresh mint 1/2 cup lime juice 1 cup orange juice 2 cups light corn syrup

Combine tea, mint, lime juice, orange juice, corn syrup and salt. Let stand until cool; strain and chill. Add grape juice. Pour over ice in punch bowl. Just before serving add the sparkling water. Garnish with orange and lemon slices.

Makes 50 punch cup servings

Tested in The American Home Kitchen

♦ varying ice cream

Varying ice cream mix: Prepare ice cream mix according to the directions on the package. Serve in its natural flavor or use one of the following variations: For the liquid indicated on the package substitute root beer, cola type beverage, ginger ale, cold coffee, equal parts orange juice and water and 1 tsp. grated orange rind or equal parts apple juice and water. Prepare ice cream mix according to the directions on the package. After the second beating (when mixture has doubled its volume) fold in one of the following variations: 1/2 cup toasted shredded coconut, 1/2 cup crushed chocolate bits, 1/4 cup chocolate malted milk, 1/2 cup crushed lemon rind or equal parts orange juice and water.

Serve homemade or commercial ice cream: Give a choice of sundae sauces. Put crushed berries, sliced peaches mixed with raspberries, or chocolate or maple nut syrup in individual dishes on a platter and serve with ice cream. Serve ice cream in a cereal ring: To make cereal ring place 1/2 cup sugar and 1/4 cup crushed oatmeal or peanut butter in a saucepan over low heat stirring occasionally until melted. Add 1 cup of cereal flakes and 1 cup pulsed cereal and toss lightly until coated with syrup. Spread in greased ring mold. Cool. Unmold on platter and serve ice cream in the center.

Tested in The American Home Kitchen
Here's a cheerful note from the ice cream front. We have been promised more commercial ice cream this summer, but our favorite corner store may not have a supply to take out every time we want one. One favorite is a pudding similar to the old-fashioned cornstarch pudding. This comes in three flavors—vanilla, chocolate, and butterscotch. Preparation is almost nil and the result is always uniform and good. With slightly different treatment they are transformed into pies and sauces. Cool, translucent, fruit-flavored gelatins are easy desserts. They chill in the refrigerator while the mercury climbs.

Although oranges are exception­ually plentiful. Although oranges are exception­ally plentiful, they are juicy and equal in flavor and vitamin content to the larger fruit. We can't improve on nature's first choice of orange for children—good cold milk. For boys and girls who must be beguiled into taking what we call them clamor for, one of the most potent mansions is a dash of chocolate for flavor. Desserts in summer are very important. They provide nourishment to a light meal for many person who, jaded by the heat, might not eat enough without these tempting and refreshing climaxes. We are lucky to have on the market many ready-prepared, easy desserts. One favorite is the old-fashioned cornstarch pudding. This comes in three flavors—vanilla, chocolate, and butterscotch. Preparation is almost nil and the result is always uniform and good. With slightly different treatment they are transformed into pies and sauces. Cool, translucent, fruit-flavored gelatins are easy desserts. They chill in the refrigerator while the mercury climbs.
quick gelatin desserts

Orange coconut delight: Prepare and whip orange-flavored gelatin according to the directions given on the package. Pour into dessert dishes and chill thoroughly. Place orange sections on top and sprinkle with shredded coconut.

Lime supreme: Prepare lime-flavored gelatin according to the directions given on the package. Pour 3/4 cup of the gelatin into a small shallow pan. Chill until firm and use for a garnish. Whip the remaining gelatin according to the directions on package and chill until firm. Spoon up into serving dishes and garnish with gelatin curls.

Strawberry mold: Prepare strawberry-flavored gelatin according to the directions given on the package. Pour into individual molds and chill until firm. Unmold into dessert dishes. Put sliced fruit or berries over the top. Serve with a vanilla sauce made from prepared vanilla pudding.

Add grated orange rind to:

- Chocolate pudding, spread on sheet
- Sponge pudding, grill up and slice

sparkling refreshers

Cherry flip: Chill 1 qt. bottle of cherry soda, 1 pt. bottle orange soda and 1 pt. bottle of lemon soda. Combine in a pitcher. Put orange and pineapple slices and cherries on glass stirring rods and place in each glass when serving. Makes 6 glasses.

Creole cooler: Chill 1 qt. bottle raspberry soda, 1 pt. bottle of the cola-type beverage and 1 pt. ginger ale. Combine in a pitcher and serve with fresh raspberries as a garnish. Makes 6 glasses.


Orange ginger punch: Place 1 qt. lemon or orange ice in a punch bowl and pour in 2 qts. of ginger ale. Garnish with orange slices and cherries. Makes 12 to 15 punch glasses.

Grapefruit whiskey: Combine 21/2 cups chilled grapefruit juice and 1 1/2 cups grape juice. Sweeten to taste with part sugar and corn syrup. Pour into 8 glasses and fill with sparkling water.

using gingerbread mix

Prepare the contents of one package of gingerbread mix according to the directions given on the package. Pour batter into a greased 8-inch square pan and bake as directed. Cool. Either cut gingerbread in half and spread whipped cream cheese between layers or place a tablespoonful on top of each piece. Serve with hot lemon sauce made as follows: Combine 1/2 cup sugar, 2 tbsp. cornstarch, 1/12 cup boiling water, and 2 tbsp. thinly-sliced lemon rind in a saucepan and cook, stirring constantly until sauce thickens (about 5 minutes). Remove from fire and add 2 tbsp. lemon juice, 2 tbsp. margarine and 1/2 tsp. salt.

Ginger Cookies

Add 2 tbsp. melted shortening to the contents of a package of gingerbread mix. Stir in 1/4 cup milk or water, mix thoroughly and chill in refrigerator for 30 minutes. Roll out dough 1/4 inch thick on a floured board. Cut cookies into any desired shapes. Place on a greased cookie sheet and bake in a moderate oven 350°F about 10 minutes. These cookies may be cooled and iced with pink and white frosting.

Makes 30-40 cookies

Tested in The American Home Kitchen

fruitade

Lemon syrup: To 2 cups lemon juice (12 large lemons) add 1 cup sugar, 4 tbsp. grated lemon peel and mix well. Makes 1 pt. of lemon syrup. Store in a covered jar in the refrigerator. To make lemonade use 1/4 cup lemon syrup, 1/2 cup water or berry juice and ice. Garnish with slices of lemon or orange and cherries. If desired moisten edge of glass with lemon juice and dip in sugar or dextrose.

Orange gingerade: Combine 2 cups orange juice, 1/4 cup lemon juice, 1/4 cup sugar and 1 pt. of ginger ale. Serve at once over cracked ice in tall glasses and garnish with sprigs of mint. Serves 6.

Lime razz: Sweeten 1 cup lime juice with part sugar and corn syrup to taste, and stir until dissolved. Pour into 4 to 6 glasses, add ice and fill with sparkling water.

Lime raspberryade: Follow the directions given for the lime razz and add a small ball of raspberry ice instead of ice.

Tested in The American Home Kitchen

mocha chiffon pie

Preparation time: 30 min. (2 hrs. chilling time)

1 tbsp. unflavored gelatin
1/4 cup cold coffee
2 cups milk
1 pkg. prepared chocolate pudding
2 eggs separated
3/4 tsp. vanilla
1/3 cup butter or vitaminized margarine
1/3 cup sugar
1/3 cups crushed graham cracker crumbs

Soften gelatin in the coffee. Add the milk to the prepared chocolate pudding, place in the top of a double boiler over boiling water and cook until thickened, about 1 minute. Fold in egg yolks and cook for two minutes longer. Remove from heat; add softened gelatin and stir until dissolved. Cool. Beat egg whites until stiff but not dry and fold into the chocolate mixture. Add the vanilla. Pour into the crust already made as follows: Cream butter; add the sugar and cream together. Blend in cracker crumbs and line a greased 9-inch pie pan with this mixture. Bake in a moderate 350°F oven for 10 minutes. Cool before the filling is added. Place filling in refrigerator and chill until set. If desired, sprinkle chopped nuts on top of pie before serving.

Serves 6-8

Tested in The American Home Kitchen

milk shakes

Chocolate shake: Add 2 tbsp. chocolate or cocoa syrup or malt powder to 1 cup of milk. Beat or shake well and pour into a tall glass. Serve with a scoop of chocolate ice cream. Makes 1 serving.

Peppermint shake: Scald 4 cups of milk in a double boiler. Add 1/4 cup crushed peppermint stick candy and stir or shake until the candy is dissolved. Chill and pour into glasses. Top with whipped light cream and sprinkle with crushed peppermint candy. Makes 6 servings.

Maple shake: Add 1/3 cup maple syrup to 1 qt. milk and stir or shake well. Four into tall glasses which are half filled with ginger ale. Makes 6 servings.

Strawberry flip: Place a serving of strawberry ice cream in a tall glass or shaker. Add 1/4 cup milk and stir or shake. Fill glass with sparkling water.

Molasses chocolate syrup: Break 4 squares of unsweetened chocolate into several pieces. Melt in a double boiler over hot water. Stir in 3/4 cup molasses. Add 1/4 cup boiling water and continue to cook until mixture is creamy but not thick. Cool. Add 1 tsp. vanilla. Store in a covered container. For every 1 cup milk add 4 tbsp. of the molasses chocolate syrup and stir or shake well.

Tested in The American Home Kitchen
Lady, you love your family and they love you, but you have a friend who is helping to cement the bond between you year after year. We refer to your refrigerator. Its primary function, of course, is to insure the proper preservation of food. In doing this it protects the health of your family. In addition it is really your best and most indispensable hot weather ally. Without its help you could not turn out these exclamatory entrees given here. Without its connivance you could not be presiding over your pretty dining table while your family, all tuckered out, wonder how you have achieved such food and such serene calm at one and the same time, and that a hot time.

Yet in recommending these chilled main dishes we urge upon you menu-makers one important concomitant, something hot. It may be soup or beverage, vegetable or dessert. But no meal, however extreme the heat, is complete without this contrast and this friendly stimulant to digestion and appetite.
**cucumber cheese molds**

Preparation time: 25 min.  
(2 hrs. chilling time)

- 1 tbs. unflavored gelatin
- 1/4 cup cold water
- 1/2 cups cottage cheese
- 1 tsp. salt
- 1/4 tsp. paprika
- 1/4 cups chopped cucumber
- 1/4 cup chopped nuts
- 1/2 cup mayonnaise

Soften the gelatin in the cold water. Place over boiling water and stir until gelatin is dissolved. Cool slightly and add to cottage cheese. Season with salt and paprika. Add cucumber, nuts and mayonnaise and mix lightly. Pour into individual molds or a large mold which has been rinsed in cold water. Chill until firm.

Serves 6  
279 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamin A

**jellied liver loaf**

Preparation time: 30 min.  
(2 hrs. chilling time)

- 1 tbs. unflavored gelatin
- 1/2 cup cold water
- 1 cup hot beef bouillon
- 1 lb. beef liver diced
- 1/2 cups mushrooms sliced
- 1/2 cup chopped onion
- 1/4 cup chopped celery
- 1/4 tsp. salt
- Dash of pepper
- 1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce

Soften gelatin in cold water. Add hot bouillon and stir until gelatin is dissolved. Sauté liver, mushrooms and onion until tender. Put through food chopper and add celery. Season with salt, pepper and Worcestershire sauce. Fold into gelatin mixture and pour into loaf mold which has been rinsed in cold water. Chill until firm. If desired, garnish loaf with slices of hard-cooked egg and serve with sliced tomato.

Serves 6-8  
107 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamins A, B complex

**chicken and egg mold**

Preparation time: 20 min.  
(2 hrs. chilling time)

- 2 tbs. unflavored gelatin
- 1/2 cup cold water
- 1 cup hot chicken broth
- 1 cup mayonnaise
- 1/2 tsp. curry powder
- 2 cups cooked chicken finely chopped
- 6 hard-cooked eggs chopped fine
- 1 tsp. finely chopped green pepper
- 1/4 cup finely chopped celery
- 1/4 tsp. salt
- Dash of pepper

Soften gelatin in cold water. Add hot chicken broth, stir until gelatin is dissolved. Cool. Mix mayonnaise with curry powder and add to chicken, eggs, green pepper, and celery. Season with salt and pepper. Combine gelatin and chicken mixture. Pour into wet mold. Chill until firm. If desired, place molded chicken on water cress and garnish with avocado slices and radish roses.

Serves 6-8  
484 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamins A, C

**aspic entrees**

Preparation time: 25 min.  
(2 hrs. chilling time)

- 1 tbs. unflavored gelatin
- 1/4 cup cold stock or bouillon
- 1/4 cup sliced onion
- 1/2 cup sliced celery
- 1/2 cup sliced mushrooms
- 1/2 tsp. marjoram
- 3 tbs. shortening
- 1/4 cups veal stock
- 1/4 cup sliced onion
- 1/4 cup chopped celery
- 1/4 tsp. salt
- 1/2 tsp. pepper

Cool hot stock before pouring into container. Cover and refrigerate until ready to be used.

Serves 6  
397 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamins A, B complex

**fish mousse**

Preparation time: 25 min.  
(2 hrs. chilling time)

- 1 tbs. unflavored gelatin
- 1/4 cup cold water
- 1/4 cup thick sour cream
- 1 tbs. vinegar
- 1/4 tsp. salt
- 2 tbs. chives
- 2 cups flaked tuna fish, salmon or other cooked fish
- 1/4 cup chopped celery
- 1/4 cup chopped green pepper
- 1/2 cup sliced onion

Soften gelatin in cold water. Place over boiling water and stir until gelatin is dissolved. Cool slightly and add the sour cream, vinegar, salt, pepper and mix well. Add the tuna fish, celery, green pepper, and pimento and mix lightly. Turn into individual molds or a large mold which has been rinsed in cold water. Chill until firm.

Serves 6  
208 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamins A, C

**cold meat pies**

Preparation time: 1 1/2 hours

- Pastry
- 1 lb. boneless veal (cut in 1 inch cubes)
- 1 tbs. vegetable bouquet sauce
- 1 tsp. salt
- 1/4 tsp. pepper

Roll out pastry and cut in 4-inch rounds. Fit these rounds in muffin pans. Cut out enough 3-inch rounds to be used as top crusts for the pies. Place veal in a bowl. Add vegetable bouquet sauce, salt, pepper, marjoram and mix thoroughly. Melt shortening in a skillet, add the seasoned veal and cook until meat is well-browned on all sides. Add stock, onion, celery, and mushrooms and simmer 15 minutes longer. Place in the individual pie shells, cover with top crusts and bake in a moderate oven 350°F for 45 minutes. Cool and put in refrigerator until ready to serve as a cold entree, or serve hot.

Serves 6  
397 cal. per serving  
Source of vitamins A, B complex

**Vegetables in aspic** Mix together 2 cups cooked mixed vegetables, 2 hard-cooked eggs chopped and 1/4 cup mayonnaise. Season to taste. Add to the basic aspic given above.

**Fish in aspic** Mix together 2 cups flaked tuna fish, 1 tsp. lemon juice and 1/4 tsp. salt and add to basic aspic.

Fish in aspic:  Mix together 2 cups flaked tuna fish, 1 tsp. lemon juice and 1/4 tsp. salt and add to basic aspic.
If the post-war home you plan to build or buy should ever cost too much to heat—you may find yourself "over a barrel" when you try to sell or rent.

And one of the best ways to protect yourself against that possibility is to be sure you get an adequate chimney. This means a chimney with flues big enough to handle not only the expensive fuels—but also Bituminous Coal, which of course, is the most economical of all home-heating fuels.

Then, at any time in the future, you'll be free to switch to Bituminous Coal even if you now plan heating with some other fuel. The extra cost of such a chimney flue is only about $16 for the average 7-room house.

Better than four out of every seven homes in the United States use coal! You'll find Bituminous Coal gives the steadiest, most uniform and dependable heat. And, when used in a modern stoker, Bituminous Coal is also an "automatic" fuel—as well as clean and odorless.

Discuss this important subject with your architect or builder. It will pay you to do so!
At Sea on the Porch!

Helen Emily Webster

To launch Miss Betty Bidwell
On the matrimonial sea
A sailing shower seemed just the thing
As we hope you will agree.

Kitchen Shower ... Allen's Moorings, 346 Cedar Avenue

And with that bit of doggerel enticement, the mood is set for
the novelty event of your hostess career—a boatless, waterless sailing cruise that can
be held with equal effectiveness right on the front porch, in the living room, or on
the bay of the front lawn! Whether your party is for someone embarking on the
sea of matrimony, a baby soon to sail the seas of life, a lucky traveler adventure-
bound, or a young man sailing into Navy life, a seafaring build-up is the perfect
answer for summer-time fun.

From the moment your guests set foot upon the gangplank, a wide board laid
over the steps to your porch or door, give them salt air atmosphere. Set your deck
with card tables, striped deck chairs, and campstools. If the party is held indoors,
roll back the rugs and have your deck floor bare and cool. Stretch a rope railing
around the wall. (Imitate rope with crepe paper if the former is scarce.) Against
the rail, place cardboard anchors and life preservers, and scatter shipshape coils of
rope, whitewashed nail kegs, and red and green ship's lanterns placed here and there
in corners. (You may have to do a little borrowing—but the final effect will be
worth it.) Strings of bright yachting pennants will add further to a definitely nautical
atmosphere. Make them of paper or cambric, either following the colored
plates to be found in any unabridged dictionary or using your own imagination for
Ever hear the one about the College Professor and the Insurance Salesman?

It seems as though there was this college professor who was always forgetting things. Not that he was absent-minded... professors really aren't. This prof, like everybody else, had a lot on his mind.

To add to his confusion, he had several important papers hidden around his house. One was back in his desk drawer. Another was buried in his bureau. Some more were exiled to his strongbox. And never seeing them much, he never did much about them. In fact, he seldom gave them more than just a passing thought... which was bad.

However, one fine day a smart insurance man put a bee in the professor's ear. "Just give me all those mysterious insurance policies of yours and I'll show you something new... The Employers' Group Family Insurance Policy. All the theft, liability, automobile, personal property, and many other coverages... exactly what you need, no more, no less... will be included in this one modern policy. You'll have freedom from worry over financial loss all tied up in one package."

Well, to cut the story short, the professor saw the light. And so have thousands of other wise and careful people. For this new Family Insurance Policy... now available in most states... offers new and better protection in a convenient, simplified way. See your local Employers' Group Agent... The Man with the Plan... for complete information.

The Man with the Plan brings you news by Cedric Foster... Sunday evenings over national radio hook-up. Consult your radio page for time and station.

The Employers' Group
SURETYSHIP - INSURANCE
Fidelity, Surety—Fire, Inland Marine, Casualty

The Employers' Group Man is the Man with the Plan.
For that postwar home
you'll want NEW
BRUCE FINISHED FLOORS

Almost breath-taking... the beauty of new Bruce Finished Floors. Wait'll you see them! You'll agree they're truly America's beauty floors. The secret? Carefully selected oak, finished to perfection at the Bruce plants.

Beauty

Almost breath-taking... the beauty of new Bruce Finished Floors. Wait'll you see them! You'll agree they're truly America's beauty floors. The secret? Carefully selected oak, finished to perfection at the Bruce plants.

Wear

Here's beauty that's not just surface deep. It's part of the floor, because the special Bruce Finish penetrates into the wood... all the beauty's sealed in tight. Bruce Finished Floors resist wear and won't scratch like ordinary floors.

Upkeep Ease

Because dust can't cling or dirt get in... cleaning is made extra easy, extra quick. So, when you build or remodel, take your building expert's advice: choose Bruce Finished Floors, postwar product of the largest maker of hardwood floors. You'll get beauty, wear, upkeep ease.

Hi the Finish that Counts in Floors.

BRUCE
Finished Hardwood Floors

E. L. BRUCE CO. • MEMPHIS (1), TENN.
JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO ARE CHANGING TO THIS NON-RUB FLOOR WAX,

EASY TO CLEAN
—that floors protected with
TAVERN WAX!

When they start to raid the icebox—

It's Time for Horlick's

Is your icebox raided regularly for 'tween meal and before bedtime snacks? Then keep Horlick's Tablets ready to hand these hungry marauders and everybody’ll be happy! Because Horlick's Tablets, like Horlick's, the Original, is a specially prepared combination of full cream milk and cereals — in concentrated form — they quickly supply the wholesome nourishment of these high energy foods. And since Horlick's is made for fast, easy digestion, these tasty tidbits help satisfy hunger and fight fatigue without spoiling appetites or sleep.

There's no fuss nor muss to eating or serving Horlick's Tablets. Get both natural and chocolate. Economy on the 4x size. Tuck 10¢ and 25¢ sizes in pockets and lunch boxes.

Horlick's Tablets...powder

Keep rugs and carpets clean with easy-to-use Powder-ene...in the blue shaker-top container

no liquids
no suds

Keep your rugs and carpets clean and colorful. Care for them as usual, but once or twice a month sprinkle on Powder-ene. Brush it in. An hour or two later, vacuum it off. It does not cause matting, mildew or fading — does not remove curl from twist pile. Does not leave rugs when you clean small areas. Keep them clean with Powder-ene. Von Schrader Manufacturing Co., Racine, Wisconsin.

This Non-Rub Floor Wax has a Longer-Lasting Lustre that protects all kinds of floors — linoleum, wood, rubber and asphalt tile. Spilled things wipe up in a jiffy. Even water spots can't spoil that Tavern lustre!

Take a tip from thousands of housewives — and change to Tavern—the Non-Rub Floor Wax specially developed by Socony-Vacuum! This longer-wearing wax takes only seconds to apply! Dries in 20 minutes! And the Tavern finish actually brightens with use!

Tavern Paste Wax, Tavern Liquid Wax

These two famous buffing waxes clean as they polish — remove ugly marks. They bring out the beauty of wood floors. Protect window-sills, woodwork, furniture and painted surfaces. Get Tavern Waxes at your favorite hardware, department or grocery store.

Typical symbol of hospitality—Mermaid Tavern, Famous Shakespearean Inn, at Rye, England

Tavern Wax

Home Products

Also Tavern Window Cleaner, Tavern Lustre Cloth, Tavern Electric Motor Oil, Tavern Paraffin or Paraseal Wax, Tavern Leather Preserver, Tavern Dry Cleaner, Tavern Rug Cleaner, Tavern Furniture Polish, Tavern Paint Cleaner, Tavern Candles

The American Home, July, 1945
**Star of the high dive gets his IRON every day**

When delicious iron-rich Bosco is added, children love milk
Youngsters drink their daily quota of milk with gusto when
wonderful-tasting Bosco is added. They love its chocolate flavor—...the extra goodness it adds to milk. In addition it's mighty rich in iron and
Vitamin D. Four teaspoonsful of Bosco in a quart of milk
supply the full minimum daily requirement of these elements.

★ War conditions may prevent your grocer giving you all the
Bosco you want. When this happens, please ask for it again
and be patient if he is temporarily out of stock.

---

**An easy way to flavor POTATO SALAD!**

Dress it up with

**DURKEE'S DRESSING**

Boil 4 large potatoes in
boiling salted water; peel; while warm, dice, add salt, pepper, chopped onion, 1 c. Blend 1/2 c. Durkee's Dressing, 1/2 c. mayonnaise; mix well
into salad. Garnish.

**BASEMENT DAMP?**

**SOLVAY AIR-DRYETTE, JR.**

and **SOLVAY CALCIUM CHLORIDE**

Now available anywhere for absorbing excess dampness from the air in family rooms, air in game rooms, work shops, closets, etc. Original, patented and licensed quick results. Unscented. Sold in stores under Solvay Calcium Chloride label. Write for descriptive literature to...

**SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION**

Dept. 422, 140 Reeder St., New York, N.Y.

**STOP THAT DRIP**

Efficient immediately.

**Tape**

New! A sure cure for condensation drip from cold water pipes. Pliable, corrugated No-Drip Tape eliminates wet floors, makes idle space usable.

Quick, Creep, Easy to fasten—No tools needed.
Covers joints as well as straight pipes. At hardware stores, lumberyards, etc. 50 ft. rolls, 12 ft. rolls, 7 ft. rolls.

**FREE CIRCULAR**

2 W. MONTGOMERY CO.

528 Baltic St., South Boston, Mass.

**FOLEY MAIZE MILL RECIPES**

60 RECIPES made with Solvay's Maize Mill to tempt the appetite and add variety to family meals. Enjoy such dishes as Creek Seafood Soup, Fish Stew, Shepherd's Pie, Potato Cakes, Cabbage, Carrots, Oatmeal Apple Crisp, Pumpkin Bavarian Crescent, Apple Sauce, etc. Free Circular with a Solvay Maize Mill Recipe Book.

**FOLEY FOOD MILL RECIPES**

60 RECIPES made with the Foley Food Mill to tempt the appetite and add variety to family meals. Enjoy such dishes as Creek Seafood Soup, Fish Stew, Shepherd's Pie, Potato Cakes, Cabbage, Carrots, Oatmeal Apple Crisp, Pumpkin Bavarian Crescent, Apple Sauce, etc. Free Circular with a Foley Food Mill Recipe Book.

**FOLEY FOOD MILL**

Foley & Metheny Co., Inc.

4911 W. 14th St., Chicago, Ill.

1544 South Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Guaranteed by the Foley Food Mill Co., Inc.

Neatly address recipe booklets to:

The AMERICAN HOME, July, 1945
NEW, FASTER way to use

BON AMI

Cleans windows crystal-clear in seconds!

Here's the new, improved way to use your old friend, Bon Ami Cake. First, rub a damp cloth over the Cake and apply a thin coating to the glass. Then wipe it off before it dries. Dirt disappears...windows sparkle...for Bon Ami polishes as it cleans! Leaves no oily, dust-catching film. Try Bon Ami Cake this new, easy way today!

3 Ways TO MAKE GOOD COFFEE

In Smart CLUB Glass!

Drip...

For the best in "drip" coffee, use this efficient 8-cup Club Glass Drip Coffee Maker! Glass and porcelain working parts. Easy to use—easy to clean. Makes truly marvelous coffee! Costs only $3.95.

Vac...

Vac yourself! 4 to 8 cups of sparkling coffee at ten in this smart Club Glass Vacuum Coffee Maker! Exclusive porcelain filter stem—simple to use...and sanitary. Easily cleaned. Only $2.95.

OR PEPC!

Like the friendly, bumble of percolating coffee? Then you'll be delighted with the new Club Glass Percolator. You see and regulate strength of the coffee. Makes up to 8 full cups! Only $3.95.

FOR GOOD HEALTH AND GOOD FLAVOR

Sunkist Lemons in trademarked tissue wrappers are the finest from 14,500 cooperating California-Arizona citrus growers.

FOR GOOD HEALTH AND GOOD FLAVOR

Sunkist

California Lemons

LET’S FINISH THE JOB—BUY WAR BONDS

score one of the listed events not previously thrown. He may take his score from the first throw as it stands, or he may leave any of his dice he chooses stand and throw the others again in an attempt to improve his score. This may be repeated for a third try, but no more than three throws are permitted. If he has then thrown dice that he cannot profitably use in any event still open to him, he must choose one of the unscored events anyway and enter a score, even though it be a zero. An event once thrown and scored cannot be thrown for again. After twelve rounds each player’s score is filled in and the player whose events total the highest number is winner. A box of salt water taffy will make a good prize.

Your cargo of gifts, handsomely wrapped in navy-blue and white with star and anchor trimmings, can be brought on deck at whatever moment seems best suited for a surprise. For such a nautical occasion the best means for packaging gifts is in a little white sea chest used to hold a sailor’s duffel. A painted wooden goods box with a hinged lid and rope handles will make an excellent substitute; and if the special guest may take it home with her, she will find good use for it. If a wooden box is not available, a cardboard carton will serve very well if it is whitewashed and equipped with two rope handles at its ends; or a duffel bag made of coarse cotton cloth with a draw-string closing is a practical and nautical note.

Before your guests disembark, they will surely want to sing some of the old sailor songs: "Nancy Lee, Blow the Man Down," Life on the Ocean Wave, or Sailing, Sailing. Gems from H. M. S. Pinafore are always fun, and certainly everyone can join in on Row, Row, Row Your Boat. Type out the songs and bind them in a "ship’s log" for each guest.

If floor space permits, a ship’s dance just before the "landing" (or close of your party), is a novel idea. The "orchestra" can be a piano, a record-player—or if some of your guests are musically-minded, ask them to bring along their instruments and have a real band!

Since photographers always meet luxury liners when they dock, a clever and unusual way to bring the day’s pictures, to be sent to the guests if enough film is available, the guests also be photographed in pairs or groups. For Lemon Mayonnaise blend 1 tbs. of fresh lemon juice into 1 cup of prepared mayonnaise. Makes up to 9 cups! Only $3.95.

If your party as simple or elaborate as you wish for however you plan it, a "dry-land sailing party" is charted for a gay and successful voyage!
Today's lingerie presents new laundering problems

The use of Clorox adds to your reputation as a good housekeeper. For Clorox cleaning is recognized by health authorities as an efficient method of making home "danger zones" sanitary. And sanitation is especially important now due to the shortage of doctors and nurses. Make it a habit to use Clorox in routine bathroom and kitchen cleaning... for added health protection. Simply follow directions on the label.

Before the soapsuds, get out needle and thimble. Look over your lingerie carefully for any tears. Mend before washing—a simple trick that will add months to the life of your loveliest lingerie. For time and step saving, keep a mending kit with a supply of lingerie-matched thread in the bathroom and kitchen.

Photographs by Twin Arts

Preserve all "How to launder" labels that come with your lingerie. File them in a box or on a hook near the bathroom basin (or wherever you do your personal laundering). Follow directions exactly. If no label is attached, wash according to the general rules for sudsing, rinsing, and drying various fabrics.

Preserve all "How to launder" labels that come with your lingerie. File them in a box or on a hook near the bathroom basin (or wherever you do your personal laundering). Follow directions exactly. If no label is attached, wash according to the general rules for sudsing, rinsing, and drying various fabrics.

Photographs by Twin Arts

Preserve all "How to launder" labels that come with your lingerie. File them in a box or on a hook near the bathroom basin (or wherever you do your personal laundering). Follow directions exactly. If no label is attached, wash according to the general rules for sudsing, rinsing, and drying various fabrics.

Preserve all "How to launder" labels that come with your lingerie. File them in a box or on a hook near the bathroom basin (or wherever you do your personal laundering). Follow directions exactly. If no label is attached, wash according to the general rules for sudsing, rinsing, and drying various fabrics.

Preserve all "How to launder" labels that come with your lingerie. File them in a box or on a hook near the bathroom basin (or wherever you do your personal laundering). Follow directions exactly. If no label is attached, wash according to the general rules for sudsing, rinsing, and drying various fabrics.
in contrast to the starched petticoats of a generation ago

**OF COURSE YOU CAN...**

**GO IN SWIMMING...**

**WITH TAMPAX!**

WHY ENVY OTHERS at that certain time of the month? You can wear Tampax in the water on sanitary-protection days and no one will be the wiser! This summer at any popular beach, you are almost sure to find many women who go in swimming on “those days”—wearing Tampax without any hesitation whatever. There is nothing about Tampax in the slightest degree embarrassing (or offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.

WORN INTERNALLY, Tampax discards belts, pins, outside pads—everything that can possibly “show.” Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made of highly absorbent cotton compressed in modern applicators for dainty insertion. The hands need never touch the Tampax. No odor forms. There is no chafing with Tampax. Changing is quick and disposal easy.

COMES IN 3 SIZES (Regular, Super, Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion counters in every part of the country—because millions of women are now using this newer type of monthly sanitary protection. A whole month’s supply will go into your purse. The Economy Box holds 4 months’ supply (average). Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies

**REGULAR**

**SUPER**

**JUNIOR**
VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
DEPT. AM-745, 2950 ROBERTSON AVE., CINCINNATI 9, OHIO

Streamline Modern

Streamline Modern is more than just beautifully designed furniture which adapts itself to your decorative schemes. It's sensible furniture, too, styled to serve in every practical way throughout your home!

- You can buy only limited quantities of Streamline Modern just now. After the war better stores everywhere will have this charming, graceful furniture for every room in your home!

Postwar potentials for SAN DIEGO occupy the minds of keen observers who are thinking in terms of their own future activities in relation to new environment in which to live comfortably and thrive economically. Write for the free booklet "SAN DIEGO FACTS" or for any specific information you may desire. Expect to make your future home where climate and opportunity assure maximum comfort and success. Write: San Diego-California Club, Room 323, Spreckels Bldg., San Diego, California.

San Diego Southern California

For Women who Drive

196 Practical Suggestions that will help you to get better gas mileage, longer tire life, better performance, lower upkeep costs. Also valuable hints on how to care for upholstery and exterior finish.

Get a FREE COPY from any General Motors dealer, or use coupon below.

CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPT., ROOM 120, DETROIT, MI.
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Something special to serve in a heat wave

...a cool-tasting salad...
deliciously satisfying with **Real Mayonnaise**

It's simple to prepare

Simmer tomato juice, bay leaf, cloves, 1/4 tsp. salt, 1/2 tsp. pepper, 1 tbsp. chopped onion, 1/2 cup water and sugar, for 15 minutes. Strain. Soak plain gelatin in 1/2 cup cold water; dissolve in hot tomato juice. Pour half into 2-quart loaf pan, allow to set. Dissolve lime gelatin in 2 cups hot water, add vinegar, 1/2 tsp. salt, dash of pepper, 2 tbsp. chopped onion. When slightly thickened, add cucumber. Pour into pan. Allow to set. Pour remaining tomato gelatin on top. Chill.

Here are your ingredients

- 2 cups tomato juice
- 1 bay leaf
- 2 cloves
- Salt, pepper, onion
- 1 tsp. sugar
- 2 tbsp. plain gelatin
- Water
- 1 pkg. lime-flavored gelatin
- 1 tsp. vinegar
- 1 cup chopped cucumber
- Best Foods or Hellmann's Real Mayonnaise
- Cream cheese balls
- Salad greens

Here's how you dazzle 'em

Unmold on salad greens. Arrange your Real Mayonnaise on top of loaf, as illustrated, and garnish with cream cheese balls. What a picture! And what a treat! The rich, satisfying flavor of Real Mayonnaise is a high spot in this exciting salad. Better serve extra Real Mayonnaise for the folks who always ask for more! This summer salad is smooth eating!

That Extra Something

For extra-thin sandwiches, Real Mayonnaise is swell—spreads so quickly and evenly. Real Mayonnaise is grand, too, as a sauce for steaming-hot vegetables... creamy in texture even when thinned.

For extra nutrition—Real Mayonnaise provides almost the same amount of food energy, spoonful for spoonful, as Nucioa or butter.

For extra-fine ingredients—this Real Mayonnaise contains only eggs freshly broken from the shell... added egg yolks... our own “Fresh-Press” salad oil... mild vinegar and spices—all double-whipped to a delightful smoothness.

BEST FOODS

HELLMANN'S

Real Mayonnaise
Yank Attack!

A couple of yanks can do a lot of damage when your sheets are living on borrowed time—as so many are, these days. So leggo, pup! We're taking good care of our present sheets till we can replace them with new, strong Pacific Sheets.

Pacific Sheets are skilfully balanced in the making; they're sparkling white, they're exquisitely smooth, they're heavenly soft... but not at the expense of strength and firmness.

Ask for these fine sheets by name. They'll give you long service and deep satisfaction, at surprisingly modest cost.

BALANCED PACIFIC SHEETS

PACIFIC PERCALE - PACIFIC EXTRA-STRENGTH MUSLIN - PACIFIC TRUTH MUSLIN

Made by the makers of Pacific Fretag Fabrics—Cottons and Rayons

Pacific Mills, 214 Church Street, New York 13